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The ISHBH is a not-for-profit organization established to bring together individuals for whom the history and bibliography of herpetology is appealing, to promote the knowledge of related topics among members and the general public, and to promote research. Membership is open to anyone who shares the aims of the Society.
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Authors submitting a manuscript do so on the understanding that the work has not been published before and is not being considered for publication elsewhere. Manuscripts are peer reviewed. The language of Bibliotheca Herpetologica is English. See the ISHBH website for more details: www.t-ad.net/ishbh/author.html
Present membership period expanded to include 2015
The present membership period was initially set to be 2013 and 2014. In this period the Society shall publish volume 11 and 12 of *Bibliotheca Herpetologica*. Volume 10(2) was published in February 1014, but it was actually assigned to the membership period that ended in 2012. The delay in the publication records has obliged the Executive Committee to expand the present period also to include the year 2015; that is the present membership period is 2013-2015 without further dues from the members. In 2015 volume 12 of *Bibliotheca Herpetologica* shall be published.

Markus Lambertz new Editor for *Bibliotheca Herpetologica*
With this editorial I would like to briefly introduce myself as the new editor of *BH*. While driving to the 2014 annual meeting of our German sister organization, the *Arbeitsgemeinschaft Literatur und Geschichte der Herpetologie und Terrarienkunde*, Professor Aaron Bauer asked me what I would think about becoming the new editor of *BH*. I was a bit surprised at that moment, but I immediately was highly interested as this small and specialized journal certainly is amongst my favorite periodicals. I joined the *ISHBH* in 2008 and, to be honest, the subscription to *BH* actually was my primary motivation to do so. During the society’s ordinary meeting in August 2014 – despite my physical absence – I now officially became elected as editor, which I hereby gratefully accept.

I was trained in biology at the *Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn* in Germany and my primary research interests focus on the functional and evolutionary morphology of vertebrates. Amphibians and reptiles are my preferred subjects for that and I have a special inclination for studies on their respiratory system. Besides that, however, the history of both morphology and herpetology became sort of a hobby of mine that with this new obligation eventually even becomes a professional duty. I hope that I will serve the journal and the society well and I would furthermore like to thank my direct predecessor, Professor Christopher Bell, for his excellent service as editor, which up to the present issue always guaranteed an exciting journal. Bonn, Germany, August 2014.

Markus Lambertz
Institut für Zoologie, Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn, Poppelsdorfer Schloss, DE-53115 Bonn, Germany. lambertz@uni-bonn.de

Next Society Meeting: July – August, 2015
The University of Kansas, in Lawrence, Kansas, USA, will be the site for the annual meeting of the Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles (SSAR) from July 29 to August 3, 2015. The meeting is co-sponsored by Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (PARC) together with the herpetological societies of Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas, the Center for North American Herpetology (CNAH), and the International Society for the History and Bibliography of Herpetology (ISHBH). This was the place where the first thoughts that led to the establishment of our society were shaped in 1996. It is our plan to celebrate this event by arranging a half or full day symposium on herpetological history and bibliography during the meeting. In addition, there will be a display of rare herpetological books at the Spencer Library on the campus of the University and, on the day following the conclusion of the official meeting, the ISHBH will be having a full day program including roundtable discussions on topics of common interest and additional library visits.

Make an oral presentation at the 2015 symposium on history and bibliography of herpetology!
The symposium arranged by ISHBH will include oral presentations relating in a wide
definition to the history and bibliography of herpetology. Depending on numbers of members registering for presentations the length should be either 15 or 30 minutes. Inquire with Aaron Bauer or Richard Wahlgren.

Please plan already now for attending the herpetological meeting in the Lawrence, Kansas, USA on July 29 to August 3 (and just ISHBH on Tuesday, August 4), 2015.

The Society Meeting 2014
The 2014 Business Meeting of the Society was held on August 3 in Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA, in conjunction with 2014 Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists. The meeting took place with the traditional shared luncheon in the Oak room at the elegant Public House and was this year attended by nine members. Election of the Executive Committee for the biennial period 2014 and 2015 (until the Business meeting in 2016) was on the agenda. The Editor, Dr. Chris J. Bell had declined to stand for another period, which was consented. Chris Bell has been the editor since 2008 and he has diligently supervised the production of Bibliotheca Herpetologica volume nine to eleven. His endeavors were acknowledged with acclaim by the attending members. Nominated as the new Editor was Dipl. Biol. Markus Lambertz, Institut für Zoologie, Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn, Germany, and he was unanimously elected.

There were no new nominees for the other positions and all of the current officers were re-elected.

ABOUT THE COVER
Arnout Vosmaer (1720–1799) was one of the most acquisitive collectors of natural history specimens in the Netherlands in the middle third of the 18th century. Although known primarily as a collector, Vosmaer also contributed to the scientific literature. His main original contribution to zoological literature was a series of pamphlets that described and illustrated animals in a natural history and art collection (Stadhouder’s cabinet and menagerie) for which he was the director. These were posthumously combined in book form with the half title Regnum Animale. It was published between 1766 and 1787 and comprised 31 installments with 33 color plates. Three reptile sections were treated in the work. Two additional accounts with one plate each, both dealing with birds, were added in 1804 when the earlier works were reprinted and published in book form. The three sections on reptiles include one on a rattlesnake, Crotalus durissus, from Surinam. All three herpetological plates were based on the work of Gerrit van den Heuvel (c. 1725–1809). The size of the original rattlesnake plate is 190 by 149 mm. Read more in the fascinating article by Aaron M. Bauer and Christopher J. Bell starting on the next page.
Arnout Vosmaer (1720–1799) was one of the most acquisitive collectors of natural history specimens in the Netherlands in the middle third of the 18th century, a period during which hundreds of natural history cabinets were established and maintained (Loisel 1912; Engel 1939, 1986). Vosmaer was born in Rotterdam, the son of a wine merchant. Following the death of his father he pursued a number of business ventures and also began to build a natural history cabinet. After the death of his mother in 1749, he gave up business pursuits and moved to The Hague in 1751 to concentrate on the study of natural history and the continued growth of his cabinet, although he had to take a position as a clerk working for the Treasury (Pieters and Rookmaaker 1994). The following year Vosmaer enlarged his collection through the purchase of numerous lots of specimens, including herpetological material, at the sale of the cabinet of the Amsterdam apothecary Albertus Seba (1665–1736) (Engel 1937, 1961; Lunsingh Scheurleer 1967; Boeseman 1970). Seba previously sold his first collection to Peter the Great in 1716 (Driessen-van het Reve 2006) and then rebuilt an even grander collection which attracted visitors from across Europe, including Linnaeus (Engel 1937; Adler 1989). Portions of Seba’s collection were made known to the world at large through the publication of the first two volumes of his Thesaurus (Seba 1734, 1735), both of which contain substantial herpetological sections. However, it became necessary for the heirs of Seba to sell the collection to fund the completion of the remaining volumes. In 1752 the collection went for auction (Anonymous 1752), resulting in its dispersion across Europe (Boeseman 1970; Juriev 1981; Daszkiewicz and Bauer 2006) and eventually the loss of most of the collection, chiefly through a lack of documentation.

In 1756 Princess Anne of Hanover (1709–1759), the widow of Willem IV, Prince of Orange-Nassau (1711–1751) — also known as the Stadhouder, and regent for her son Willem V (1748–1806), then only eight years old, established a natural history and art collection (Natuur- en Kunstcabinetten des Stadhouder) and appointed Vosmaer as its director. Only weeks later, after visiting Vosmaer’s enormous private collection Anne purchased it for 8000 florins, immediately elevating the Stadhouder’s collection to one of the finest in Europe. Following Princess Anne’s death in 1759, Vosmaer remained as director and in 1771 Willem V also appointed him to the position of director of the Stadhouder’s menagerie, which had been founded by Willem IV at his property, Het Kleine Loo, at Voorburg, one kilometer from The Hague (Pieters and Rookmaaker 1994). Until 1786, when Willem sold Het Kleine Loo and moved to his family’s ancestral estate at Apeldoorn, Vosmaer oversaw the care of a diversity of exotic animals purchased or received as gifts, chiefly from Dutch colonies (Surinam, Dutch East Indies, South Africa) and trading posts (Japan, Ceylon). These included such novelties as elephants, orangutans, and giraffes (Pieters 1980, 1994). Willem moved his menagerie with him to Het Loo (or Oude...
Loo) at Apeldoorn and the construction of the new zoo was overseen by Vosmaer (Evers 1914), who then returned to the cabinet at The Hague. Vosmaer added to the cabinet through purchases and exchanges and also incorporated animals from the menagerie, many of which eventually died. The Stadhouder’s cabinet was open to the public and Vosmaer would lead tours through it himself. It was an important collection and visitors included naturalists like Thomas Pennant (1726–1798), Robert Jacob Gordon (1743–1795) and Peter Simon Pallas (1741–1811), who was a regular visitor during his residence at The Hague (1763–1767). Pallas even used the collections as the basis for numerous descriptions of new species in his works (Pieters 1980). In 1766 the cabinet and other collections of the Stadhouder outgrew their quarters and were moved to another location in The Hague. In 1795 the Low Countries were invaded by Napoleon’s troops, Willem V fled to exile in England, and a client government was established. As elsewhere during the Napoleonic period, both state and private collections of art and natural history items were systematically targeted for confiscation and transport to Paris (Daget and Saldanha 1989; Daszkiewicz and Bauer 2003). Cabinets were under the jurisdiction of the Commission des Arts et des Sciences under the direction of professors of the recently founded (1793) Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle. The botanist André Thouin (1747–1824) and the geologist Barthélémy Faujas de Saint-Fond (1741–1819) oversaw the removal of much of the Stadhouder collection (Boyer 1971; Lemire 1994; Bauchot and Daget 1996), although it is believed that some of the most valuable specimens were retained, perhaps through the actions of Vosmaer who concealed them (Boeseman 1970; Pieters and Rookmaaker 1994). Many specimens from Seba’s collection are believed to have escaped confiscation, eventually to resurface in auctions of the collection of Professor Theodoor Gerard Van Lidith de Jeude (1788–1863) of Utrecht University in 1858 and 1866 (Thomas 1892; Boeseman 1970; Pieters 1980). However, at least some of the material was certainly removed. Pennant for example, noted the presence in 1756 of Seba’s basilisk and this specimen is known to have been taken to Paris and is still extant in the collection today (Thireau et al. 1998). Also taken were the original printing plates for Seba’s Thesaurus, which were later used to produce the “Planches de Seba” (1827–1831) (Férussac 1826, Holthuis 1969, Bauer 2002). Willem V’s menagerie at Het Loo was also appropriated and the occupants, including two Asian elephants, were shipped to Paris, where they eventually served as the basis for scholarly works by Georges Cuvier and others (Evers 1914; Lemire 1994).

Vosmaer died in The Hague in January of 1799. Although portions of the collection were eventually returned as part of reparations after the Napoleonic Wars, most material sent from Paris consisted of duplicate material rather than the specimens originally taken (Pieters 1980), although some of the more noteworthy specimens from the Stadhouder’s cabinet also were returned and eventually incorporated in the Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie (now Naturalis) at its founding (Gijzen 1938).

Although known primarily as a collector, Vosmaer also contributed to the scientific literature of the period. In 1754 he edited and provided a preface to the second edition of Louis Renard’s natural history of marine fishes and crustaceans of the Dutch East Indies (Pietsch 1993). After the purchase of portions of Seba’s collection he edited the remaining two volumes of Seba’s Thesaurus (1759, 1765, neither with herpetological content) with the aid of Pallas, Martinus Houttuyn (1720–1798), and others (Holthuis 1969; Pieters and Rookmaaker 1994). Vosmaer also catalogued for sale the cabinet of Pieter Bout (1693–1778), which in turn incorporated the renowned collection of Levinus Vincent (1658–1727) (Pieters and Rookmaaker 1994). Vosmaer’s main original contribution to zoological literature was a series of pamphlets.
that described and illustrated animals in the Stadhouder’s cabinet and menagerie. These were posthumously combined in book form with the halftitle *Regnum Animale*. Bibliographic details of this complicated work were discussed by Pieters (1980) and Rookmaaker (1989).

*Regnum Animale* comprised 31 installments with 33 color plates (two plates each for the orangutan and giraffe accounts) published between 1766 and 1787. Two additional accounts with one plate each, both dealing with birds, were added in 1804 (Pieters 1980) when the earlier works were reprinted and published in book form. The preface and title pages were considered as a 34th part of the work and were, like the others, available separately (Pieters 1980). Parts published from 1766 to 1778 were published in Amsterdam by P. Meijer and those from 1783 to 1787 by the Heirs of P. Meijer and G. Warnars. The accounts were published in both Dutch and French versions, often, but not always, in the same year. Likewise, the book form also was produced in two different language versions. The Dutch was issued in book form in 1804 and the French in 1805, although the title page is dated 1804 (Pieters 1980). Both were published in Amsterdam by J.B. Elwe. The animals figured came largely from the Dutch colonies of Surinam, the Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia), and South Africa, but other parts of the world also were represented.

Twenty mammal, ten bird, and three reptile sections were treated in the work. Although only three of the accounts dealt with herpetological subjects, those three are quite interesting in that they reveal Vosmaer’s critical thinking about purported characteristics of the animals and specimens in his charge. The works did not use Linnaean names, but rather gave descriptions of the animals and their behaviors. The three sections on reptiles include one (part 5 of the work as a whole) on a rattlesnake from Surinam (French edition 1767, Dutch 1768), another (part 24) on reduced-limbed African lizards (both editions published 1774), and one (part 24) on several species of seasnakes (both editions published 1774).

In his publication on the “Surinaamsche ratelslang” Vosmaer reviewed the comments of a number of earlier authors who referred to the rattlesnake. He rightly concluded that rattlesnakes were restricted to the New World, countering authorities such as Seba, who thought they also occurred in Asia. Vosmaer considered Linnaeus’s method of scale counting to differentiate species to be unreliable. He correctly interpreted some aspects of biology, recognizing that snakes could hear despite the absence of a tympanum, but seemed to accept their power to spellbind both animal prey and humans. The origin of the particular snake figured is precise, the Plantation “the Vier Kinderen” in Para, Surinam, and the animal figured is indeed the sole species of rattlesnake occurring in Surinam, *Crotalus durissus*. With 22 pages of text, the account is exceeded in length only by those on the orangutan (23 pp.) and the giraffe (44 pp.), each with two, rather than one plate. Although the majority of the plates in the *Regnum Animale* were based on original paintings by Aart (or Aert) Schouman (1710–1792) (Pieters 1980; Grijzenhout 1994), all three herpetological plates were based on the work of Gerrit van den Heuvel (c. 1725–1809). Van den Heuvel’s original pen and pencil illustration of the rattlesnake was reproduced in black and white by Pieters (1994). The engravings of at least the later plates were executed by Simon Fokke (1712–1784).

Unlike the rattlesnake, which Vosmaer kept alive, briefly, in the menagerie, his other herpetological sections were based on material in the cabinet of natural history. The two Cape lizards depicted were part of the Stadhouder collection, the first — the “Langstaartige, ruw-geschubde Slang-hagedis” via Vosmaer’s own collection. He correctly concluded that it was terrestrial rather than aquatic (as incorrectly reported
by Seba), as for example, the reduced limbed Lygosoma quadrupes had been interpreted by Bloch (1776) (Bauer and Günther 2006). Seba was correct however in believing that the lizard came from the Cape of Good Hope; it is clearly assignable to Chamaesaura anguina as recognized by Schneider (1801), Daudin (1802), Merrem (1820), Cuvier (1816 [1817]), Gray (1830–1831), Duméril and Bibron (1839) and other early authors. The second species, the “Africaansche glad-geschubde Worm-hagedis” was stated to have come from the Cape. Vosmaer considered that it lived in “watery places.” Despite its diminutive limbs, all feet bear five digits. The identity of the species is unclear. The animal illustrated appears to have small limbs and a thick tail, and is thus different from the only five-toed, reduced-limbed lizard actually occurring in the area around the part of the Cape readily accessible to the Dutch, Tetractylus seps. In proportion and relative limb size it more closely resembles Scelotes spp., although the only four-limbed species in the region is Scelotes caffer, with only three toes per foot. Schneider (1801), Merrem (1820) and Duméril and Bibron (1839) among others placed it in the synonymy of the species now recognized as Lygosoma quadrupes (Linnaeus, 1766), an inhabitant of southeast Asia.

The sea snakes discussed by Vosmaer also refer to specimens from the cabinet, rather than the menagerie. The “Bruinrug Platstaart Slang” of Mexico is clearly Pelamis platura (now Hydrophis platura following Sanders et al. 2012) and the specimen was a juvenile based on the statement that it was reproduced life-sized in the plate. The other specimen, the “Geringde Platstaart Slang” came from an unknown locality but was believed by Vosmaer to come from the East Indies, as broadly construed. He contrasts this specimen with Laticauda laticaudata, remarking on a fundamental difference between sea kraits and true sea snakes with respect to the enlarged ventral scutes. The similarity of most sea snakes makes it more difficult to determine which species Vosmaer figured, however, Duméril et al. (1854) placed it in the synonymy of Hydrophis nigrocinctus (Daudin, 1803). Although this species is part of an historically confusing group of sea snakes that have undergone substantial revision (McDowell 1972; Kharin 1989; Rasmussen et al. 2011; Sanders et al. 2012), both its color pattern and presumed provenance are fully compatible with this identification.

The herpetological images from Vosmaer’s work previously were reproduced at least once. The plate depicting the seasnakes was reproduced recently by Papavero and dos Santos (2012:20). In addition to their representation on the plates in their respective installments, the rattlesnake and brown-backed sea snake are also part of the design of the engraved Regnum Animale halftitle page, which was reproduced by Pieters (1980:544, black and white) and Grijzenhout (1994:62, color). Shaw (1802: pl. 90) published both colored and black-and-white versions of the rattlesnake image, but reversed and without the background elements, with credit to Vosmaer. We here provide a facsimile (albeit at reduced size; the maximum dimensions of the original is approximately 13 x 20 cm for the text block and 16 x 20 cm for the plates) of the Dutch version of each of the herpetological installments of Regnum Animale.

The copies of the two snake installments reprinted here are from a copy of Regnum Animale at The University of Texas which is openly available online through the University Digital Repository http://repositories.lib.utexas.edu via the handle http://hdl.handle.net/2152/14336; (the handle leads directly to the record for the scans of the volume, from which individual scans may be opened). This copy lacks the lizard installment and the facsimile provided here is from a copy in the personal library of the first author. Additional digital versions of the Regnum Animale are available through several sources on the web including Biodiversity Heritage Library (www.biodiversitylibrary.org; complete color copy of the Dutch book version from the
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NOTES ON THE TRANSLATION

We made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the translation, but assume all responsibility for any errors. In some cases, stylistic idiosyncrasies and the syntactical differences between the original Dutch and modern English made it difficult to provide simultaneously both a faithful communication of Vosmaer’s original intent and a comprehensible translation. Our editorial interpretations are placed within [brackets] in the text.

We retained Vosmaer’s use of foot (voet) and duim for measurements. Measurements in the Dutch Republic were not standardized until after 1790, but Vosmaer notes that he used the Rhineland system (p. 12 of the rattlesnake installment). The Rhineland voet is approximately equal to 31.4 cm; the Rhineland duim is approximately equal to 2.62 cm (Verhoef, 1983).

Vosmaer mentioned many prominent naturalists from the 17th and 18th centuries in his text. In many cases he made reference to their published work, and used footnotes to provide partial citations to those publications. In order to simplify the flow of the text for the translation, we moved his footnotes to the end of each account. The text and footnotes (endnotes in our translation) were linked with italicized lower-case letters in the original, and we retained that system for the translation.

In an effort to facilitate access to the literature he cited, we provide complete citations to all the works mentioned in the three installments. Vosmaer introduced minor inconsistencies in the spelling of some proper names across these three parts (e.g., Linnéus vs. Linné vs. Linnée; Houttuin vs. Houttuyn; De Lassaraz vs. de Lassaraz). We retained his original spellings in the text of the translation, but used the common modern spelling for literature citations. Specific differences include our use of Aldrovandi (for his Aldrovandus), Imperato (Imperatus), Kalm (Calm), Lawson (Lausons), Linnaeus (Linnée, etc.), Osbeck (Osbeek), Ray (Raj), and Schouten (Schoutten).

REFERENCES CITED BY VOSMAER IN THE HERPETOLOGICAL INSTALLMENTS OF REGNUM ANIMALE

Bradley, R. 1744. Wysgeerige verhandeling van de werken der nature. Waar in de verschede trapswyze opklimmingen, in de byzondere deelen der scheppinge, als mynstoffen, plantgewassen en dieren aangetoond worden. Hier by is gevoegd een berigt van den tegenwoordigen staat der tuinen. Isaac Tirion, Amsterdam. [8], 330 pp., 29 pls.
Camper, P. [Vosmaer cites the ongoing work of Petrus Camper on the ear and hearing in lizards and snakes. It is unclear if the specific work noted was ever published, but Camper was noted for his work on hearing, especially in fishes and in whales. See Visser, R.P.W. 1985. The Zoological Work of Petrus Camper (1722-1789)/ Het zoölogisch werk van Petrus Camper (1722-1789), met een samenvatting in het Nederlands. Nieuwe Nederlandse bijdragen tot de geschiedenis der geneeskunde en der natuurwetenschappen XII. Rodolpi, Amsterdam. 207pp.]
Catesby, M. 1734–1747. The Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands: Containing the Figures of Birds, Beasts, Fishes, Serpents, Insects, and Plants: Particularly, the Forest-Trees, Shrubs, and other Plants, not hitherto Described, or very Incorrectly Figured by Authors. Together with their Descriptions in English and French. To which, are added Observations on the Air, Soil, and Waters: with Remarks upon Agriculture, Grain, Pulse, Roots, &c. To the whole, is Prefixed a New and Correct Map of the Countries Treated of. Vol. 2./Histoire Naturelle de la Caroline, la Floride, & les Isles Bahama: Contenant les Desseins des Oiseaux, Animaux, Poissons, Serpents, Insectes, & Plantes. Et en Particulier, des Arbres des Forets, Arbrisseaux, & autres Plantes, qui n’ont point été Decrits, jusques à present par les Auteurs, ou peu Exactement Dessinés. Avec leur Descriptions en François et en Anglois. A quoi on a Adjoint, des Observations sur l’Air, le Sol, & les Eaux, avec des Remarques sur l’Agriculture, les Grains, les


Dampier, W. and Wafers, L. 1717. Reystogten rondom de waereldt; Begrypende, in vier beknopte boekdeelen, een naauwkeurige beschryving van verscheyde nieuwe ontdekte zeën, kusten, en landen, zo in America, Asia, als Afrika; benevens veele nuttelyke aanmerkingen ont. Johannes Ratelband and Andries van Damme, Amsteldam. 11, [1], [5], 394, [10], [6], 284, 89, [7], [8], 74, [5] pp. 27 pls., 27 maps.


cited by Vosmaer with a Dutch title, only the French translation appears to have been published in Amsterdam in 1693.

Lawson, J. 1709. A new voyage to Carolina containing the exact description and natural history of that country: together with the present state thereof. And a journal of a thousand miles, travel’d thro’ several nations of Indians. Giving a particular account of their customs, manners, & c. [s.n.], London. [3], 258, [1] pp., 1 folding map, 1pl.


Prevost, A. F. [Abbé]. 1747. Histoire générale des voyages, ou, Nouvelle collection de toutes les relations de voyages par mer et par terre, qui ont été publiées jusqu’à présent dans les différentes langues de toutes les nations connues: contenant ce qu’il y a de plus remarquable, de plus utile, & de mieux avéré, dans les pays où les voyageurs ont pénétré, touchant leur situation, leur étendue, leurs limites, leurs divisions, leur climat, leur terroir, leurs productions, leurs lacs, leurs rivières, leurs montagnes, leurs mines, leurs eize & leurs principaux villes, leurs ports, leurs rades, leurs edifices, &c. Avec les moeurs et les usages des habitants, leur religion, leur gouvernement, leurs arts et leurs sciences, leur commerce et leurs manufactures; pour former un système complet d’histoire et de géographie moderne, qui représentera l’état actuel de toutes les nations: enrichie de cartes géographiques

ARNOUT VOSMAER AND THE REGNUM ANIMALE


Description of a Beautifully marked Surinam Rattlesnake; Having Two Long Black Stripes Across the Head and the Neck as well as Experiments Done in The Hague on the Deadly Effects of the Poisonous Bite of a Live Transported Snake of the Species; Located, with Several Others, in the Museum of his Most Illustrious Highness, The Prince of Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Stadhouder, Hereditary Governor, Hereditary Captain General and Admiral of the United Netherlands, etc. etc. etc.

Described and published by

A. Vosmaer,
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[p. 2 is blank]

[p. 3]

Natural History and New Experiments, Done in The Hague on the Deadly Effects of the Poisonous Bite of the American Rattlesnake

If we do not above mention new experiments, everyone who is only somewhat knowledgeable in natural history of animals, should justly be wondering to see once again an animal described and pictured, which already has been the subject of very many authors. Just as this infamous creature is not lacking in writers [describing it], as many attempts have been made to make it more known through illustrations: in as much we have succeeded over others by the artistic hand of Mr. G. van den Heuvel, we will leave up to the judgment of the art experts.

Among all the authors, quoted below here (a) to which one could [p. 4] add a good many more, there are certainly none who give more circumstances and better description of these snakes than Mr. Calm and Captain Hall, whereby we should not forget the beautiful illustration of the dissected head of this snake and the true shape of the teeth which we can find in the small work of Dr. Mead; as well as the scholarly gentlemen, Dr. Houttuyn and Watson (whose work was translated into Dutch by the honorable and learned naturalist Dr. C. Nozeman) who have assembled in their quoted works here everything that has been discovered so far about this subject matter.

There are authors who have placed the habitat of these snakes in the East as well as the West Indies; but it appears fairly doubtful to me that, this snake, much-feared for its poisonous bite, can be found anywhere else but in the new continents: one knows that Seba in his Part II pictures and describes several East Indian rattlesnakes (b); though one also knows for certain that the first one, which this famous man pictures on Tab. 45. F.4 and describes as a female Ceylon adder-snake, is none other than a young West Indian rattle kind and indeed
the same which we will describe hereafter. I confess with Mr. Buffon \((e)\) to often distrust these short and casual cabinet descriptions; the pieces of which these consist, were often times bought for a large part at sales, \([p. 5]\) on name lists, not seldom drawn up by people ignorant or without judgment, if not sometimes with a remarkable deceit to mislead; in twenty five years of experience I have come across assured evidence of this too many times.

The major reason on which my doubt rests, namely whether these animals are to be found in the Old World, is this, that travelers in these regions, do not speak of this, or at least \([do so]\) with great uncertainty. Wouter Schouten \((d)\) in his East Indian travels, does say that they have heard them rattle in the wildernesses of the Island DingDing, around thirty miles northwest of Malukka [Moluccas], though he declares that as much as they looked for this animal they did not see it. It could thus easily be that they mistook it for the sound of the field cricket, which is considerably bigger in the East and West Indies than here. Having paged through Valentyns extensive work of Old and New East Indies, I find no mention of it, as in a whole series of other travelers who have traversed the East Indies and whose works I have consulted. Mr. Linneus appears to also have concluded that they cannot be not found in the East; because in his \(Systema Natu"are\), he records all his three species as American, and even the one that Seba states as East Indian: thus we have a desire to report this with more certainty.

In the museum of his illustrious royal highness, the Prince Hereditary Stadhouder, I keep six kinds or varieties, as one wants to call it, among which is one, that I bought from a sale from the Cabinet of Seba, under the name of East Indian. This one appears to me the same as the one he pictures in his \(Thesaurus Tab. 95.\ Fig. 2 and 3.\) It is certain that if we compare these snakes to the ones we know to be American, \([p. 6]\) one will find a remarkable difference, but this difference in no way contradicts her right of birth in the New World; because why would this region alone not produce two or more varieties in sort of these animals? which Catesby in Carolina already demonstrates. The sloughing of the snake may also play a considerable part in this. My doubts, namely, whether this sort of snake is native to the Old as well as New World, rest only, as I have said, in that I do not find any report in the East Indies travel descriptions that can be relied upon. The learned Abbot Prevost \((e)\) does not mention anything in his description of Ceylon, even though Seba claims to have received it from there.

R. Knox \((f)\) who in his description of Ceylon speaks of various snakes and other animals of that island, does not mention anything about it, as is the case with Osbeek \((g)\) etc. and in Africa I cannot discover any evidence of these dangerous animals: What remains is to think that Mr. Seba in the report of the habitats of these animals will have been misled.

In our West Indian colony of Surinam one calls these snakes \(Boicininga,\) and in Dutch rattle or bell snake. Mr. Linneus gives this genus the name of \(Crotalophorus,\) in which he noted three different sorts, which he names \(Horridus, Dryinas,\) and \(Durissus.\) He differentiates these kinds by the different number of scales which these animals have underneath on the belly and tail, a distinctive mark \(\text{without prejudice to the esteem which we otherwise owe to this great naturalist})\) which is, like the counting of the fin bones to differentiate \([p. 7]\) the types of fishes, of much too uncertain a result to rely on with certainty.

The natural history of these animals having sufficiently been dealt with by Mr. Kalm and others (to which one can add the papers of Marcgraaf, Piso and Nieremberg), it is thus merely my intent to (as we already have started with) put down here the errors, contradictions, and that which others have omitted to do, and my own observations.

One disagrees very much whether this snake, has an inherent fast or slow movement. That which I know from my own experience is certainly not sufficient in all respects, because the long duration of the journey, the closed box, although roomy and covered above with
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Indien wij hier boven niet van nieuwe Proefnemingen gewag maakten, zoude het eel, die in de Natuurlyck Historie der Dieren maar een weinig kundig is, bijzonder verwonderen of, op nieuw een Dier zo even behuiden en afbreken, 't wele reeds ten onder ging van veer welke Schryveren geteekend heeft. Zo mijn al dezelfde als het desnaamde Schrifte al Schryveren ontdekt, zoo zoo heeft men dit gedachte door afbeeldingen enkelbeenderen te maakten; hoe verre nu wij hier in boven anderen, door de odemakende hand, van den heer G. VAN DER HEYDEL, geldend zijn, zullen wij aan het onderdeel der kunstzenen overlaten.

Onder alle de Schryveren, hier onder aangehouden (a) door welken

(a) DeKonigl.Schatkamer, Academie der Wetenschappen, * to. XII, p. 111,
* to. XIII, p. 1,
den Koninklyck Academie der Wetenschappen, p. 197.

Bijdr. tot de Geschied. d. Nederlandsch (Nederlandsch, * to. XIII, p. 133,
* to. XV. p. 197.
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derslacht der Vilfer-fottement, van veel ongeveer veelvuldig om
door met iederheden te kunnen aangenaam.

De Natuurlijke Historie dezer Dieren door den Heer Kaltz en anderen
maken een bliek van. En omdat zich, (welke ontstaat van...)
banen in de waterstof en erdbouw, als in de waterstof en
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zeker is dat de Dieren, inzonderheid dezen, gevoelende, die gene
wieder, en door deze dood-de in het zien van

zij zullen, dat door de ene dood-de in het zien van

zij zullen, dat door de ene dood-de in het zien van

zij zullen, dat door de ene dood-de in het zien van

glass, in which the rattlesnake was when I re-
ceived it, are no doubt annoying to animals,
that are used to living in the wild, so that they
are prevented due to fatigue and fear to show
their true nature. The first fourteen days, of
the twenty-seven that she lived with me, (not
withstanding that this snake by then had been
captured more than 23 weeks ago without eat-
ing) it was still very lively, crawling continu-
ously back and forth in the box, often coming
up above the glass; and from all the move-
ments that I have seen her make in this time,
I was never convinced that these animals are
of a slow and sluggish nature, especially when
they are in the wild. The instance, in which
I, in the presence of a good friend and my
servant, have had with this animal, when we
transferred her in a suitable box covered with
glass, and of which we will speak hereafter,
can but show a skillfulness which for me or for
my then servant could have ended very badly.

Some writers speak of a strong smell which
these snakes emit when being tormented. This
I did not experience [p. 8] while this one was
kept in his first box of old dry oak and painted
on the inside with white lime paint. Although
while transferring her afterwards in a bigger
new pine box, the first box smelled very
strongly from the moist sand at the bottom,
which many, although erroneously, have been
taken as the smell of a snake.

Despite all attempts, as with our common
domestic snakes (which are found in the Sticht
near Utrecht and other places), I was unable to
get this rattlesnake to eat. Everything I threw
at it was fruitless, except once it appears she
was drinking milk, though no more than once,
and this is rather uncertain, for however care-
fully I observed the diminishing of the milk,
which I, because of a mark on the rim of the
bowl, could easily do, I could not see that the
milk in the bowl had diminished, although the
snake held her mouth over it for a time. The
same happened with a bowl of water, through
which she crawled often and sometimes laid
down in.

It appeared to me, as to very many other
persons, who observed this snake with me,
that the animals, which we threw at her and
of which we will report the outcome hereafter,
had a terrible awareness of this their common
enemy. As soon as they were brought to it, they
sought to hide in a corner, and prevented from
doing this by a small placed stick, they walked
with mortal fright towards their tail-rattling
enemy. Watson describes this enchanting
power attributed to these snakes very nicely,
by looking at their prey intently, and through
which all animals would walk of fall into the
wide open mouth. I believe, that one thus
could explain this even further by this remark-
able characteristic in some human beings. If
it is certain [p. 9] that all animals, especially
small fowl, know their enemy, and are caught
in a mortal fright at seeing it, the same could
happen to them as with faint-hearted humans,
who climb on a narrow and high road or an
open tower, and who certainly would (in the
extremity of distress) throw themselves down,
if one did not come to their aid; this can also
be called a spell-bound power, caused only by
fear.

One is still in doubt whether these snakes
rattle their tails out of anger or fear. In my
opinion it can be both, and still happen in a
third case; namely in mating season to pro-
voke a meeting; as we know that happens
with very many animals: although it can also
be that the goodness and precaution of the su-
preme being only made up this sound to warn
humans. It has always seemed to me in all my
experiments that first fear and then anger en-
ticed her to rattle. When we threw some ani-
mal, be it a mouse or a bird, at the snake, first
the snake crawled away startled and rattled;
then while the bird or mouse walked around
anxiously, she crawled away startled and rattled;
but then while the bird or mouse walked around
anxiously, she recovered again, and contin-
ued to rattle until she bit the animal. With her
scales, which she has on the body, I have never
heard her make a sound, although some say
that she does this.

Several authors are of the opinion that the
age of the snake can be determined by the
number of parts that make up the rattle; oth-
ers again contradict this, though with no more
right, it seems to me, than they are allowed.
We know the ring marks of cattle, and the carvings of the teeth of horses. Seba pictures a snake with forty parts in the rattle; this is rare then, since generally they have no more than ten or twelve. The females, one says, always have [p. 10] fewer parts in her rattles. Consequently it can be that one sometimes sees large snakes with few, and small ones with many, scales in the rattles; though it can then not be sure that the number of parts in the rattle indicate the age of the animal; unless one wanted to assume that the females die quicker and grew quicker. Among the many that I have seen in the cabinets, I have sometimes found large snakes with few and small ones with many rattles: The size of these snakes is dissimilar: Mr. Kalm speaks of a length of only four to six feet; Watson puts them at seven to twelve, and Fermin says fifteen feet; although this is doubtful.

Some say the snakes do not have hearing because they cannot find any openings for it, these are of a certainty, like in the turtle, hidden under the scaly outer skin. We will await, shortly, some clarification from Professor P. Camper, in Groningen, who is working on research on the hearing of the animals.

The way in which these snakes are captured alive if they are curled up, or, like one says in the country there, lying asleep, one reports to me consists of the black or African negroes crawling up to them, and very swiftly grabbing them close under the head, so that they cannot turn it. The snake then first wraps itself around the hand and arm, but all these movement are fruitless, and do not enable her to free herself.

It has seemed to me that this snake, which I have had alive, could determine the light in the eyes, just like with cats, by two membranes drawing nearer to one another: because, after death, the perpendicular stripe, which we had observed so often changing, was much wider. But, in the last days of her age, I even began to wonder if she were not already blind, since I did not detect any emotion [p. 11] when I let a small stick hover close to her eyes; but there would be when one lightly touched her head with it.

While I write this, one is bringing me the twelfth, much enlarged and changed, edition, of the Nature-Systema, by Mr. Caroli a Linné (h) which ends with the fishes, so that the insects and wormlike animals still need to follow. Now there are five sorts of these snakes, and thus this genus has increased by two. I give this great naturalist, as all others, consideration (while I await answers to letters written by me about this subject) if there are truly this many different species of these animals known, as one imagines? The different varieties (as I assume her now to be, until better experience teaches me differently) which I keep in the royal collection, give me sufficient reason to doubt whether there can be more than four truly different ones named? Those belonging to Seba (i) (how much different on the face of it, they may appear) I think to be one species, and only differ on account of age, because with that one, which is kept in the royal collection and in other cabinets, I very clearly believe to have discovered that the ornate design fades with the increase in age: and thus there appears to me three other snakes, that are to be found elsewhere in Seba (k), as separate species from the previously mentioned, to which one can, with certainty, add to the two of Catesby, as the fourth. I decide here, as one sees, nothing for certain; I tried through my doubts to only discover the certain. What a difference can the shedding of the skin, the differing times of the seasons of the year in which they are captured, and the difference of the sexes give? One can look at what Catesby himself says about this, of his two kinds of these snakes so different in color and marking.

The differing number of belly and tail scales, which Mr. Linneus, certainly not without reason, indicates as the only characteristic to differentiate the species, should, one would say, settle all these doubts; I have said already then, and repeat here once again, that this characteristic cannot be maintained and is not a clear indication. I have examined all rattlesnakes in the royal collection with every attention in this regard; counted the shields, or
rather the scales, several times; and what was the outcome? The same one, that was already known to me from research by others; namely, that, among the six, there was only one that corresponded in the number of scales with the Horridus of Mr. Linnéus. One can see here what I have encountered.

On one very large and fat snake, having a Rhineland length of 4 feet and 8 duim and whose rattle has 11 parts, I count, very carefully, 170 belly, and 25 tail scales.

On a smaller one, of the same species, though being younger and somewhat neater in design, (it being the one, which I have had alive and the one this treatise is about), that has a length of 3 feet and one-half duim, and has six scales in her rattle, I find 168 belly and 29 tail scales.

On another very nice small, thin one, also of the same species, but having only 3 scales in the rattle, I find 171 belly and 21 tail scales.

These three have all been sent to me from Surinam, and the same ones also pictured by Seba. [To what extent] can [these data] be relied upon? By saying that with this count two or four scales are of no consequence one does not tell me much positive about this discovery? Which species of Mr. Linnéus should we assume this one to be then? His Horridus, or the Mutus? [p. 13]

In three others, which are mostly ash gray in color, some with more or less faint markings, and most resembling the one of Mr. Seba, Plate. 95, I did find it with the scales. [ed. note: the previous sentence is a proper translation of the original Dutch, but the intent is not clear].

One I find, (the one I bought at the sale of Seba [specimens], and is reputed to be a Ceylon one), with 6 rattle scales; it appears to me to have 162 belly and 20 tail scales; then this is doubtful, unless the snake was kept in poor conditions.

In a second, recorded by me as a West Indian, I come across 10 rattle scales: this one has 167 belly and 29 tail scales.

A third, also a West Indian, with 6 scales, has 167 belly and 23 tail scales. This is the only one that corresponds with the Horridus of Mr. Linnéus in the number of scales.

We will after this digression (in which we only wanted to demonstrate the uncertainty of these characteristics, and which we much rather want to deduce from the shape of the head and the tail) once again go on to our subject.

On the 20th of the month of September, of the year 1765, this snake was forwarded to me, alive, via Amsterdam, for the cabinet, by Jan Nepvue, Esq., Judge Advocate in Surinam. I received it in a small wooden barrel, covered on top with thick lead, in which some holes had been made, though these did not allow a view of the animal. With the help of my servant, I partially loosened the lead, and tying a sort of linen bag under the lead on top around the top of the barrel, gathering the open end of the sack together we put [it] into a small box, which was fitted on top with a sliding lid with thick glass. We also saw the snake fall into the box, still partially covered by the linen cloth, we believed: though the servant pulling the sack swiftly from the box, the snake shot out more than 8 or 10 duimen at the same time with its head. My presence of mind saved us; I had a towel in my hand; my friend who took care of the sliding of the glass lid, squeezed the snake a little, and I, armed with the towel, fortunately pushed the snake in the box.

There are people who have wanted to assure me that these poisonous snakes lose their poison after having been in captivity for some time: One has told me several certain stories, as proof of this; though the following daily-account, carefully recorded by me, for which the experiments were taken, in the presence of royal and other persons, will, as I believe, clear this matter without a doubt.

Saturday, 21st September, 1765, the snake was sent to me from Amsterdam: I placed it in the afternoon, in a reasonably handy small box or crate, fitted on top with glass, and on the side on top with a small slide, to be able to throw things at the animals without any danger. The bottom of this box was covered with common sand. The snake was very strong, robust and lively, continually crawling back and forth through the box; often she came to the top of the case, looking for an escape.
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zing hoornde, als al het holke digt voorbij haer oogen deed woegen, maar wil als men haar vee den kop dooft naarmate.

Tweery ik dit scheyve, breng men my de twintich, veel meer meerende, en verander de scharl van den Natuur-Amerikan, van den Heer CARLOLI A. LAVOSK (5), het wel, met den Vliesen ein-
dag, zyt dat de kolen en waronge ritten, men moet mogen.

Hier zijn thans vijf voeten der Syrissen, en dus da is gelachte door twee vermicronde. Maar ik geeft geen groe
en meer Natuur-onterkenden, gelyk allen anderen in overweging, (aickleyk ik antwoord arbitrage op de behoeve, door my over dit onderwerp getuigenissen, (2) oor waardoor zoowel voo rederden als gewone onderhouders, (3) en andere (4) aan de waarde, (5) en ander alleen deze onderdeel onterkenden, vermae ik by die, wollen in de Vierkijk in vereniging, en ligt andere Kaftenen be
waard worden, veer klare men noodt te hebben, dat de dier-
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Sunday, the 22nd, nothing to be had, we left her alone. I gave her bread, flies, fruits, etc., though she did not take anything.

Monday, the 23rd, in the evening having gotten a live bird, being a female greenfinch which I put in the box: the snake rattled then very strongly for the first time, and appeared to watch the bird continually, wanting to wait for it. This bird, very feeble in its legs, and very afraid, crawled into a corner of the box without moving, and this lasted until the next morning of which we will speak now.

Tuesday, the 24th, having risen early in the morning, and eager to find out how things were with the bird, I found it still in the same sport, the snake and it watching each other. At seven thirty I heard some stirring in the box, which stood in a corner of the room and the bird, which had still been very much alive a few minutes before was dead; very likely bitten by the snake, and passed away shortly after.

That same morning, at ten o’clock, his illustrious highness, [p. 16] the Lord Prince Hereditary Stadhouder, came accompanied by the Lords Barons of Wulcknitz and Voogt, as well as the Gentlemen Professors Weis and Gaubi- us, and others. One again placed a bird with the Snake, which walking around scared and flying, looked for an escape. The snake, possibly tired from the morning, missed biting the restless bird several times, then finally it hurt it in the joint of the wing. The bird crawled in a corner, was immediately overcome by convulsions, and died within four minutes.

Sunday, the 29th, having caught a mouse, I gave this to her in the evening at half past eight, hoping she would eat this drumstick, being a tasty morsel for Snakes. Having left the mouse in the box, it walked back and forth, although wildly, for quite awhile, and even around and over the snake, which finally bit its prey in the ribs: at once the animal (that had squeaked very loudly at the bite) fell into heavy convulsions; and in less than one and a half minute, the mouse died. At once after these experiments of the snake’s bites, the Lord Baron de Hochepied (who was with me then) and I saw, a strange action of the snake, one which we had never seen before. Immediately after the bite, (where in contrast the snake otherwise had kept still), she moved in continuous movement with the head against the glass, gaped and yawned at least fifteen or twenty times in this way, in short succession, opening its mouth as widely as possible, often very tilted and crooked, in a terrifying way.
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een hand-doolk, de kind, mijn welgevallig, die op het noorderinde, uit de spleet deur perfect, kon de slang een weinig, en ik, dien, met de hand-doolk gewoon, de slang geduikel in het kaste.

Er zijn manchen, welken ik hebben willen, verzekeren, dat deze vreugdelige Slangen, enige, in gevangen gebeurde, zyn, haar vreugd zou zouden verloren. Men heeft die verheerlijking verzekeren. Hij heeft, een bewezen daar van, hetgeen, doet, dat de volgende Nizevaart, by zijn onwrikbaar begeer, en aan enige van de groenen, in de tegenwoordigheid van Wijthofij en andere. Ik beent, zijn genomen, zal, zo, ik geloof, deze zaak, gebeur bent, zy, zyn, welkom, en de handige hand.

Smaak, den 2. September 1746, werd door de Slang van Andijk, dam gevonden. Ik plaatste die, den middag, in een, door een hond bekoord, keizer, of kijker, hoven, op de gras, en zeer, en te zyn van boven met een sleutachtige, het een of ander, zonder groet, de dieren te kunnen onderscheiden. De boomen van dit kaste, was niet, geen, en heers, van een, en van de grond, gedoeld, door het kaste, en waar. In kaak, kaste, en welke, kabinet, dikkely, kwam zy, zyn, aan, naar, enkele, ontmoetende. 

Zondag, den 3. niet minder kweekt, kaste, wy haer in rui, is gaf haar brood, vliegen, vruchten, en, door enz zijn nam, genomen.

Manen, den 4. en vond een levende Vogel, kweeken, door een Wyffje Groening, deel, ik denken, dat in de kaste, de Slang, zondag torn om het een, zijn spreeuik, en, dieren, den Vogel, door een speel, van de, en zyn, en hun, in een, en van de grond, gedoeld, door het kaste, en waar. In kaak, kaste, en welke, kabinet, dikkely, kwam zy, zyn, aan, naar, enkele, ontmoetende.

Zondag, den 7. was, en van de vroeg, een oog, door de grond, gedoeld, door het kaste, en waar. In kaak, kaste, en welke, kabinet, dikkely, kwam zy, zyn, aan, naar, enkele, ontmoetende.
On this occasion she also showed clearly and continuously her poisonous weapons, the two on each side in front at the top of the mouth, and slightly crooked teeth, and rattled, as in all previous occasions, very strongly. We began to suspect at this strange phenomenon that the snake had possibly hurt her teeth on the ribs of the mouse.

Saturday Oct 5th. Until this time I left the snake in peace, leaving the mouse, and whatever we thought of further, with her, to see if she wanted to eat; then all was in vain. In the meanwhile, judging the small box or crate in which she was housed a bit too small, I had another one made of pinewood, which was much bigger, and which one could close at one third by a lowering slide. I thus had the opportunity to bring anything to the snake in this box I wanted without any danger, by means of chasing her with a small stick into the large space which I had blocked off and put the separate glass-covered lid on top. Having moved the animal in this, his new and spacious housing (which did not happen without any fear and with all possible kinds of precaution), I gave it a large bowl of water, as well as a small bowl with fresh milk, of which we have already reported the result, which was futile.

Friday, the 11th of October. From the 5th of October until this day, we left her to herself, refreshing the milk, the water, etc. from time to time, to see if she, at night or during the day, would still get an appetite for food; though we could not see any sign. That same morning, asked by a group to see the snake, I once again gave her a bird, who quickly having been bitten by her, died like the others in fourteen minutes.

Wednesday, the 16th I found it completely powerless, now and then, seemingly afraid, she crawled a little.

Thursday, the 17th in the morning at twelve o’clock, touching her with a little stick, she gave but a faint sign of life: shortly thereafter she began spontaneously to rattle, although very faint and as it appeared to me later, only through a convulsing movement. This continued at intervals and opening of the mouth, like on the 29th of the previous month, until in the afternoon at four o’clock I found her dead a short time after.

This snake had been caught, according to received report, in Surinam, at the plantation called the Vier Kinderen [Four Children], in Para, at the beginning of the month of April 1765; and so it had, when I received it, already lived without food for five months and three weeks, and afterwards with me another twenty seven days.

In the evening of her death, finding her belly very red and infected, I immediately put her in strong brandy. Through continuous emaciation, was the thickness, mainly on her back, strongly diminished, so that she, lying on her belly, appeared triangular.

On the 10th of January 1766, and so, after having lain in brandy for about three months, I wanted to test to see if the snake had kept her poison. After having pushed to poisonous teeth forward with a tool, I took a fresh live bird, and wounded it with them in the wing joint in the late afternoon at five
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De omstandigheid, dat de Slang zo snel mogelijk de ogen en neus kust, is wellicht de reden, waarom deze slang zo vaak aangekocht wordt. De Slang heeft een grote hoeveelheid van fijne, glanzende schubben, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het voeden van vleesdieren. De Slang heeft ook een grote hoeveelheid van kleine, fijne kiezen, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het bijten van hout en metalen. De Slang heeft een grote hoeveelheid van fijne, glanzende schubben, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het voeden van vleesdieren. De Slang heeft ook een grote hoeveelheid van kleine, fijne kiezen, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het bijten van hout en metalen.
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Amerikaanse ratelslang. 51

De lengte van de Amerikaanse ratelslang is doorlopend, van zwart naar wit, en van wit naar zwart. De slang heeft een grote hoeveelheid van fijne, glanzende schubben, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het voeden van vleesdieren. De Slang heeft ook een grote hoeveelheid van kleine, fijne kiezen, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het bijten van hout en metalen.
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SUYNAMASCHE

RATELSLANG.

Suynamasche ratelslang. Tab. 1

De lengte van deze slang is doorlopend, van zwart naar wit, en van wit naar zwart. De slang heeft een grote hoeveelheid van fijne, glanzende schubben, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het voeden van vleesdieren. De Slang heeft ook een grote hoeveelheid van kleine, fijne kiezen, die zeer geschikt zijn voor het bijten van hout en metalen.
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o’clock. As soon as I had put the bird in his cage again, it immediately showed the effect of the venom, and remained immobile in one spot, opening and then closing it eyes; until my servant in the evening between ten and eleven o’clock came to tell me that he had found it had promptly died.

All these birds, as well as the mouse, immediately sat very still after having received the wound, until they were overcome more and more by convulsions.

Examining the dead birds and the mouse, one could hardly discover any bite of the teeth. On two birds, which I had seen bitten in the wing joint, one saw two incredibly small, purple red spots, though the body was not swollen up; they did not appear to have undergone early decomposition, as I found them, after having left them with the snake sometimes for three to four days, no more decomposed than usual.

The snake let go of the animals thrown at her directly after the bite, and crawled back as if assured of her action. She usually very much took her chance, and rushed forward, very viciously in biting, with mouth wide open, and outwardly bent teeth, towards her prey; afterwards she rolled herself up in a corner of the box, rattled mostly before and after, often for a long while, moving the tail in the middle of her lying body, like a rolled-up cable rope, upwardly in a drilling motion.

In the *Philosophische Transactions* [Philosophical Transactions], (the author of the *Journal des Scavans* does not say in which part) one finds an extensive treatise about several experiments, which Captain Hall, in Carolina, has taken on the effects of the bite of these snakes on various animals; confirming the result with others, and the rarity of such experiments make us write these down here briefly. [p. 20]

He let a rattlesnake of about four feet be tied up to a stick in the ground. Three dogs were bitten by the snake. The first one died in less than one fourth of a minute; the second one, bitten shortly after, in two hours, both of convulsions. The third, bitten half an hour after that, underwent the visible effect of the poison only after three hours, and died, though [it is] uncertain when. Four days later, a fourth dog died in half a minute, and another one somewhat later in four minutes. A cat was found dead the following day. Eight days after this time one saw a bitten frog die in two minutes and a three-month-old chick in three minutes. Some time passed, due to lack of subjects, one obtained a common white snake, who was strong and three feet long; one brought this to the rattlesnake, they bit one another; though the common snake bit the other fiercely enough to cause it to bleed. One separated them and in less than eight minutes the white snake died; the other one on the contrary, although bitten more strongly, did not show the least sign of illness, but appeared as healthy as before. Finally wanting to see if the rattlesnake could damage herself, one tried everything possible to make her bite herself, this succeeded and in less than twelve minutes she expired.

The pigs look for the rattlesnake as with all other snakes, and eat these with very much relish with the least harm. A dog ate the chopped off and crushed head of one of these snakes, without obstacle.

One often sees this kind of rattlesnakes when they are still young but with one, two, or three scales in the rattle. [p. 21]

Description of the Beautifully Marked Surinam Rattlesnake, Having Two Long Black Stripes Across the Head and Neck

Plate I.

The length of this snake is three feet, and one half duim. The head is flat at the top, broad back to the body, and towards the front narrow or round everywhere. The round hollow nostrils are at the front of the mouth, somewhat lower than the eyes. The eyes, after death and standing in Liquor, are pearl colored with a white eyeball. Alive, these were a brilliant dark brown, with a perpendicular stripe, that
depending on the light widened or narrowed. The tongue is black, flexible, split in two in the front and lies enclosed in a sheath in the bottom of the mouth. The makeup of the poisonous as well as the other teeth, and of the complete dissected head has been pictured and described perfectly by Dr. Mead.

On top of the head this snake is beautifully marked, with black, diagonal and going off to side stripes of which the two middle ones run over on the neck, very long and straight ending then in a bent point at the back. Lower towards the breast or the belly there are another one or two small narrow stripes of black scales. Farther along the back and on [p. 22] the side of the belly, the scales show a diamond-like pattern, that are light brown in the middle, and are outlined by a black, and dirty yellow border. Downward, towards the belly, the scales are more or less ash-colored, mixed here and there with black. But this diamond-like pattern is lost towards the tail; the black scales here take on a pale mouse color, although there are some among them that one can call dirty yellow or ash colored. At the end of the tail, up to the rattle, they are once again pale mousy. The broad belly and tail shells are white in life but become yellowish after death.

The appearance of the scales closely resembles diamond-like figures which, like slates on roofs, are positioned over one another, so that the point of each scale, or rather about half [the scale], sticks out from under the scale above it; they are arranged in such a way that they follow the course of the designs with which the snake is marked. On top of the head of the snake, on the back, and on the tail, the scales are the smallest; flat and lying closely together; farther towards the sides; or towards the belly, they become bigger and bigger and display themselves more elevated or standing upwards. The shields or scales which cover the bottom parts of the snake, like the throat, the belly and the tail, each consist of a narrow piece of scale, which cover positioned over each other the whole width of these parts. The scales themselves appear to be of a hornlike substance which is very thin.

The rattle in this snake consists of six parts and is of a very thin hornlike nature. Each part is loose, and in threefold joined together internally by which one can be held by the other; so it is remarkable how they are put together.
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[1] [Footnote (a) was spread across pp. 3 and 4]

[p. 3]

(a) [Kalm] Der Konigl. Schwedischen Academie der Wissenschaften. Tom XIV. P. 316. Tom. XV. p. 54. 189.


[p. 4]


A. Seba. Thesaurus Vol. II. Tab. 45. fig. 4. Tab. 95. fig. 1. 2. 3. Tab. 96. Fig. I.


[2] [Footnotes from p. 4]

(b) See here above

(c) Tom. X. p. 98

[3] [Footnote from p. 5]

(d) See for this in the list of authors

[4] [Footnotes from p. 6]

(e) Hist. Gen. des Voyages. Tom II. Edit. De la Haye

(f) 't Eyland Ceylon in zyn binnenste &c. Amst. 1693. 8vo.

(g) Reize nach Oostindie und China. Rostock 1765.

[5] [Footnotes from p. 11]

(h) Syst. Natura, Edit Duodecima, reformata. Tom I. Holm. 1766

(i) Tab. XLV. fig. 4. & Tab. XCVI. fig. I. (k) Tab. XCV.

[6] [Footnote from p. 12]

(e) Tom. II. Tab. 45. Fig. 4.
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[p. 2 is blank]

[p. 3]

Natural History of the Long-Tailed, Coarse-Scaled Snake-Lizard Possibly from Africa, as Well as of the Smooth-Scaled African Worm-Lizard

Taking as our subjects in natural history only those that are completely unknown or not sufficiently known it naturally follows that we often are not able to add to our descriptions that which living and animated ones could provide about the nature, home, and characteristics of the animals. At present we find ourselves exactly in this circumstance, again, in describing these subjects here. So, preferring to choose unknown creatures and making them well known through good pictures and illustrating as best as possible through descriptions, and not like some others have done to write a novel or a condensed history of the creatures, we stay the course and remain silent where we lack sufficient illumination.

Just as superstition aided by deceit has pictured the sevenheaded animal; so has disbelief seized upon anything that could only serve to refute the divine revelations, the curse of the snake to crawl footless on its belly, trying to fight against the discovery of such subjects as those in this treatise, pretending that snakes with feet had been found. Then too often having discovered that their specific knowledge of the natural beings, not observing any characteristics or features, knew of no feature which differentiates the snakes from the lizards. They are however, and we owe this enlightened knowledge, to Professor P. Camper, from whom we are awaiting some nice discoveries about the hearing of several animals. The most important differing characteristics and features between snake and lizard consist herein that the snakes have ears and ear holes covered and that, in contrast, the lizards have those, although very small, completely devoid of any cover, free and open. The eyes of the lizards also close themselves through lids, though those of the snakes are open.
The use which this animal can make of the feet or fins cannot be easily understood. They appear extremely weak and have no evidence of nails at their ends. Completely covered with small scales, being very thin and with ends pointed they could not be of the least use in the water, and one could, I think, conclude from this that it can be considered more of a land than a water animal.

This rare coarse-scaled snake-lizard was transferred many years ago from the cabinet of an important enthusiast [collector] Mr. Van Hoey, Med. Doctor into mine which I owned and which I later sold to his illustrious highness the Lord Prince of Orange and Nassau, etc. etc. etc. at the acceptance of my employment. I cannot recall having seen its equal in any other cabinet. A. Seba, however, also appears to have been an owner of it (b), though what he says about it, that they could be found in multitudes at the Cape at the Table Bay in the river between the cliffs, appears very doubtful to me, and seems to me more applicable to the worm-lizard which we will describe soon, for the reason that I have received the one from the Cape but never the snake-lizard as much as I have written for it, so that the report about this to Mr. Seba probably will have happened incorrectly.

It appears to me however that there is some difference in the length and the inflexibility of the tail and in the scales of the belly and color between ours and that of Seba.

Sir Linnée (c) has placed it rightly with the lizards under the name of Anguina and added an addendum about its appearance in his revised Systema, which I reported to him some years ago in a letter, though I, at that time, erroneously attributed nails to the feet of this animal, wherein I had been misled by the pointed overhanging scales that cover the small feet.

Mr. Houttuin (d) calls it worm-lizard, which name however seems more appropriate to me as belonging to the next species.

[p. 6] Description of the Long-Tailed Coarse-Scaled Snake-Lizard

Plate I

Its length is twenty duim and the thickness corresponding to the added picture here. The color is on the whole ash gray, on the sides towards the tail a bit darker. The belly somewhat whiter.
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de weegde daarvan in eend Cabinet geleezen te hebben. A. Senck
echter liet me de eenderen daarvan gewerkt te zien (1), doch
ik geloof dat deze van dezelfde zyn, dat zijn aan de Kaap in de
Litafylly in de eerste beginnen de kijper in maagde zoeker te vinden
zyn, komt my vervolgens voor, en later my meeningen toepas-
sfyck te voeren op de Worm-Hagedis, die wy zoo duske be-
finuyns aulien, a reeds, dat de van de Kaap hebben consti-
genen, doch de Slang-Hagedis noot, hoe meer ik daarvan ge-
geschreven hebbe; vooral dat de bericht, dien aangegeen aan den
Heer Senns gedaan, denkelyck, verleent zal gevesthden.

Het feynt my echter toe, dat er in de langen en Vorstaart-
zaamte van den staat, van die van Senn, en in de schatten
van den buik en leuze, wreclyck verleent is met de oore.

De Heere A. Senck (2) heeft bem, onder de benamingen
damhag, niet recht onder de Langedog, en een
bijwoordt comr aandt, geameert, in zijn vertoondig Cygyn,
gecreurt, tegenwoord hem over eene Jaren in eenen brief maas-
deezdechg doch ik alhuy als toen vergis, in dit diepere regt
aan de vooel toe te voelen, waar in ik misluk geweest ben,
door de onbekende slechtboeck, de vooel toe be-
dracht.

De Heere A. Senck (3) toont hem Worm-Hagedis, welke
maa mevy echter eigenschappe heeft van de vooel toe te denken.


S. A.
The elongated scales lie in fairly straight rows almost like the slates on the roofs of houses though on the belly even straighter and not like that of Seba diamond-wise laid upon one another.

The head runs out even with the body. It appears to me that in the front, on the sides of the mouth, small nostrils show. The tongue… the teeth… are, through the closing of the mouth (and not to be opened without danger of damaging the object), not visible: It appears, however, that alive it can open the mouth wide. This small animal has eyelids, which it, like other animals, can close: the ears or ear holes are close behind the mouth, transverse, and are more elongated than round.

The four small feet are sufficiently round, and also like the body are covered all around up to the end with small scales [and] without the least evidence of nails at their ends. The tail tapers thin and thread-like and is at the end covered with the above-mentioned scales. Close to the hind feet the anus shows itself.

[p. 7]

Natural History of the African Smooth-Scaled Worm-Lizard

This small animal, not commonly occurring in the cabinets of the enthusiasts [collectors], has been sent to us, among others, some years ago from the Cape of Good Hope by the late Sir Governor Tulbach.

Several early as well as later authors (a) have cited it, though until now not illustrated it with any good picture.

The ancients talked about them fairly obscurely, picturing the tail too long and tapering too thinly, making them too big and giving them the harmful characteristic of their bite being poisonous and causing putrefaction in the wound. This is however not probable taking into account the small size and appearance of these small animals, because several that have I seen were all very small. Moreover one knows the general and malicious rumor in which even our common indigenous land lizards are poisonous even though the contrary is known to me through personal experience. Mr. Linnée has first described it as three-fingered [p. 8] and then as four-fingered, though Mr. Gronovius has rightly recorded it as five-fingered and classified it as a Scincus.

It is fairly probable that these small animals dwell in watery places and live on small insects so we preferred to apply the mention of Seba about the home of the previous one to this one, which undoubtedly is African.

Description of the African Smooth-Scaled Worm-Lizard

Plate I

This small animal is pictured here almost at its true size.

The dominant color on the upper body is reddish-colored brown on which the fine, smooth and close-fitting scales make a graceful fine black or dark brown design. Underneath, it is entirely ash-colored white. Like all snakes and lizards it is subject to sloughing.

The head runs even with the body, somewhat flat at the top.

The tongue… and teeth are not visible. Like all other species, it can close the eyelids. The ears or ear holes are at the top.
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The four small feet are round, like the body covered with small scales and each distally very clearly divided into five small fingers each in turn armed with a small white, curved and sharp nail.

The tail ends curved and thick and pointed. It has the anus closely behind the hind feet.

[1] [Footnote on p. 3]
(a) Seba Thes. I Tab. CII. fig. I.

[2] [Footnotes on p. 5]
(b) Tom. II. Tab. 68. fig. 7 & 8.
(d) Natuurlyke Historie der Dieren enz, I Deel 6. Stuk 6 pag. 186.
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Flat-Tail Snake from Mexico

This rare object I discovered, among other fine things, when, several years ago, at the founding of the cabinet, the collection of Mr. de Lassaraz was bought by her late royal highness, Glorious Memory, for the cabinet. Until now I have not found its equal in any other cabinet. Only Seba (a) appears to also have had it; he says it belongs in Mexico, and describes it under the name *Nixboa Quanquecholla*, or rare snake of Mexico. This is all, except for the color description, that we can find of it, and the image is very poor.

Mr. Linnée has not included this flat tail in his classification, which is odd, even though he knew one of a different species of it, of which we will speak later, very well and assigned it a place. The resemblance, which can be found between this and the next one, in the flatness of the tail, [and] the lack of belly scales, makes me think that this is of the same kind and so will be a sea-animal or sea-snake while through the lack of fins, it differs itself enough from sea lampreys and eels.
BESCHRIVING VAN TWEE VERSCHIJNLINGEN EN VOOR ALS NOG ZEER WEINIG BEKENDE PLATSTAART SLANGEN, ZYNDE DE BRUINRUG UIT MEXICO, EN DE GERINGDE UIT DE INDISCHE ZEEN.

Bedeelt met nog ene verschijning ware van de houtslang, bewaard voudende in het museum van zyne dooluchtigste hoogheid, den heere prins van oranje en Nassau, erf-stadhoudaar, erf-gouveneur, erfkapitein-generaal en admiraal der persoonende Nederlanden, enzo on...

BESCHRIVING EN UITGELEGDEN DOOR


TE AMSTERDAM,

BY PIETER MEIJER, MDCCLXXI.

NATUURLYKE HISTORIE VAN DE BRUINRUG PLATSTAART SLANG, Uit Mexico.

DIT zeldzaam voorwerp ontdekko ik, onder andere fraktje zeiten, toen ik, voor verhilde jaren, bij de opschrenging van het kabinet, door wijlen HAAUE KONINGLIJK HOOGEID, Grootkerel Gedachtenist, de verzameling van den heer de LASSARAS, voor het kabinet gelegen wierf. Tot nog toe heb ik geen vermeld van dergen in eenige cabine gevonden. Allen SIRIA (2) fytigt met het mede gehal te helpen; hy zegt de heer in den open te hebben, en beschrijft het onder de benaming van Nycta Latihemina, of zeldzaame slang van Mexico, met eene breuk slagt. Dit is het alles, behalven de kleur-beschrijving, wat wij daarvan vinden, en de afbeelding is zeer gebrekig.

De heer LINNÆUS, heersende vreedzaam, heeft deze platstaart in zyne rangoekening niet overgenomen, daar hy opmerkt, dat waarvan wij vlees schuiven zullen, of eene verhilde soort dezelfde, zeer wel gekend en plaats gegeven heeft. De overeenkomst, welke tusschen dezelfde en de volgende te vinden is, zo in de platheid der slang, het onderstaat der buikschilken, als anders, doet me denken, dat dezelve van dierzelfde soort is, en dus een zee-dier of zee-slang, zyn zal, terwijl dezelfde zeg, door het gebruik der vinnen, genoeg van zee-lampereien en alzo, onderscheiden. B-E...

BESCHRIVING VAN DE GERINGDE PLATST. SLANG.

BESCHRIVING VAN DE BRUIN RUG PLATSTAART SLANG.


Vooroors op den bovenkant van de romp zijn twee van een flauwe rode gareis, die mogelijk de meest dan zullen zijn. De kop is van boven gedeeltelijk met kleene schelpjes, even als sommige slangachtigen. De rode oogen schijnen blauwachtig, in 't midden een wit stipje bedeckende, ter zynde groene oogen, noch zichtbare geheugenpoot.


De fluit is ontspruit een dun glim, ter zynden geheel en al dun en plat. Het heeft onder aan dan bulk, noch aan de fluitende, geen de minste teken van sflauwe buikschilken, die anders aan de Slangen eigen zijn.
Description of the Brown-Back Flat-Tail Snake
Plate II

The animal, being depicted here at his true size, does in this respect not need closer determination.

Across the head and along the entire back runs a broad dark-brown band, being distally light or faint yellow. On the side, near the beginning of and on the tail a few brown areas show themselves.

The front part of the upper jaw exhibits two round holes which are possibly the nostrils. The head is covered on top with small shield plates, like with some other snakes. The round eyes appear bluish, having a small white dot in the middle, there are no eye lids nor visible ear holes.

The whole underside of the body is, as well as on the back, the side, and the tail, covered with very small flat and tightly meeting scales. One does not detect the least evidence of fins. The body appears roundish, somewhat more flattened toward the tail end, on the sides.

The tail is about one duim long, completely thin and flat along the sides. It does not show any signs of small belly scales under the belly nor on the end of the tail which are otherwise common to snakes. [p. 5]

Natural History of the Ringed Flat-Tail Snake from the Indian Seas

This rare, and as far as I know, not yet described small flat-tail snake comes, along with the previous, from the cabinet collection of Mr. De Lassaraz, without anyone knowing where it originated. We would possibly be in the dark for a very long time, had it not been for the famous English natural historian, Mr. Banks honoring me with several visits during his stay here, so well known from his Travels around the world, who provided me with some more knowledge. Showing him these, for us rare objects, among others, he assured me that he had found three different species of it, and in a large quantity, in the following locations: in the Pacific Sea, along the east coast of New Holland, from 20 to 10 degrees southern latitude. Furthermore in the sea, between New Guinea and the northern part of New Holland, until beyond the southern part of the Island of Timor. The honorable gentleman also told me that the same sorts of snakes were also observed in the seas and on the coasts of China. In fine weather in quiet sea, they saw them swimming, along the surface of the water, and also often again diving down to the bottom.

Dampier (b) as well already speaks in the travels by him to the Southland, of several kinds of water snakes, which he saw at the coast of New Holland; although the description he gives, and the change of the colors which especially water animals undergo in the liquor in which they are sent to us; cannot give me any certainty to whether these are the same species; although Mr. Banks who spoke to me as a natural historian and eyewitness assured me of this.

This is all which we can say about this rare creature. But not long ago, I obtained a third very markedly different one, by exchanging for duplicates, (a way through which I have been able to add thousands of fine rarities to the cabinet without any cost). This variety of the two previous ones, is exactly that of which Sir Linnée (c), has given the very first description and image, under the name Laticaudatus, in the Cabinet of the King of Sweden. Then just this one, of which we are now speaking, how much at first glance it seems the same as the previously described species, is completely different.

With the previous two different species it has been said, that those do not have, unlike other common snakes, any belly or tail shells or scales; this one on the contrary has these obviously, which presents a rare difference. [p. 7]

The other differences which appear in this one, and through which this one may be differentiated from the previously described, are the following:

The black bands are broader, are more widely separated and do not all go around into one [are incomplete]. The first three bands run from and near the head, on the side of the lower jaw together as one line. All the bands are black. The color on the body is lead-colored blue, under the belly yellow-white, to which
one must add as a main characteristic, the accompanying belly shields. The same one is in Haarlem, in the Cabinet of the Dutch Society of the Sciences. Both probably are from the East Indian Seas.

Description of the Ringed Flat Tail Snake, from the Indian Seas
Plate II

This snake is also depicted at her true size. The whole body is encircled by closely spaced, pale black bands of rings. The color, between the two, is pale yellowish, [p. 8] yellowish white. On top of the head and at the tip of the jaws is also a pale black area. The flat tail is at its end pale black. In front on the mouth are also two round, holes, possible nostrils. The head is covered with small scales.

The eyes are round, bluish, white in the middle. No eyelids nor visible ear holes. The body is covered all around with small flat and tightly meeting scales. The body is round, near the end of the tail, and the tail, flat. It does not show any sign of fins. Underneath, on the belly and the tail, one cannot see any evidence of shields or scales, which otherwise the snakes have.

[1] [Footnote from p. 3]
(a) Thes. Tom. II. Tab. LXXVII. Fig. 2 or rather I. marked as being wrong.
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[2] [Footnotes from p. 6]

Some historical notes about the possible precedence of “Lacerta Xiphidiura” Carvalho, 1836, as the first identification of the Brazilian Spiny-tailed lizard Hoplocercus spinosus Fitzinger, 1843, and general remarks on early nineteenth century Portuguese zoology.
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Abstract. Using the remnants of the eighteenth century natural history collections of the Royal Museum of Ajuda, Lisbon, formerly classified by the botanist Félix de Avelar Brotero, the director of the National Museum of Lisbon, Francisco Assis de Carvalho, presented a list of species from the Portuguese overseas territories. In that list Carvalho referred to and briefly described new animal taxa. I argue that one of those newly described taxa could in fact be the Brazilian Spiny-tailed lizard Hoplocercus spinosus, which is generally regarded as having first been scientifically described by Leopold Fitzinger seven years after the publication of Carvalho’s list. Framing this in the context of early nineteenth century Portuguese zoological studies, I present some comments regarding the evolution of Portuguese zoological collections and research, as well some comments on its implications for modern taxonomy and nomenclature.

Key-Words: National Museum of Lisbon, Francisco Assis de Carvalho, Hoplocercus spinosus, Leopold Fitzinger.

INTRODUCTION

The history of Portuguese zoology in the beginning of the nineteenth century is almost unknown not only to the international community but also in Portuguese scientific circles. The decline of the once glorious Royal Cabinet of Natural History of Ajuda, Lisbon, which at the end of the eighteenth century possessed the largest natural history collections from Brazil, started immediately after the Napoleonic wars, when the cabinet was visited by Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (in 1808) who would transfer to Paris a considerable number of specimens. That removal of material led to the expulsion of the cabinet’s former director, Domingos Vandelli. The directorship was subsequently and sequentially held by the botanist Félix de Avelar Brotero (1811–1828), the bookkeeper António Pedro Lara de Carvalho (1828–1834), the medical doctor Francisco de Assis de Carvalho (1834–1835), and the emeritus professor of botany José de Sá Ferreira Santos do Vale (1835-1836). The cabinet finally closed its doors in 1836, when the remaining collections were transferred to the premises of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Lisbon where the “Lisbon Museum” was then founded. This period was also marked by the violent civil war that afflicted the country from 1828 to 1834. Even though, when the
transfer occurred, the Ajuda collections were already quite diminished (see below), they still included a considerable number of specimens, many of them rare. During these dark times for the small Portuguese natural history community, little was published. However, in 1836, Francisco Assis de Carvalho published a small paper dealing with instructions to prospective collaborators of the National Museum of Lisbon, where he also presented a list of species known to exist in the Portuguese overseas territories and in the Empire of Brazil, at that time already independent. In that list he provided descriptions of what he considered to be “new species” identified by Brotero, the botanist and former director of Ajuda. One of those descriptions presents what appears to be the first description of the Brazilian spiny-tailed lizard *Hoplocercus spinosus*, which was formally described by Leopold Fitzinger in 1843. The description by Assis de Carvalho precedes the actual accepted description and identification by seven years. I here present evidence to support the apparent precedence of “*Lacerta Xiphidiura*” Carvalho, 1836 over *Hoplocercus spinosus* Fitzinger, 1843, but do not argue for its nomenclatural adoption.

**FROM THE ROYAL CABINET TO THE NATIONAL MUSEUM**

The Royal Cabinet of Natural History of Ajuda, Lisbon, was a part of a large scientific complex created in 1768 under the direction of the Paduan naturalist Domingos Vandelli. The complex also included a botanical garden, a laboratory, a drawing studio and a library. In the beginning of the 1780s, four different scientific expeditions, called the “Philosophical Voyages,” departed from the Museum to the Portuguese overseas territories (Ceríaco and Brigola, in press). Those expeditions were all conducted by former Vandelli students from Coimbra University who had been trained in taxidermy and identification in the Ajuda complex. Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira was in charge of the voyage to Brazil, which he conducted from 1783 to 1792. Joaquim José da Silva explored Angola, Manuel Galvão da Silva explored Goa (India) and Mozambique, and João da Silva Feijó was in charge of the study of the Cape Verde archipelago. All of those expeditions resulted in large natural history collections sent directly to the Ajuda complex. Ferreira produced a large number of shipments to Ajuda, including not only natural history specimens, but also ethnographic materials and a large quantity of drawings. The addition of those collections, as well as the private donations of many Portuguese amateurs, to those already present in the Cabinet prior to the expeditions made the Royal Cabinet of Ajuda one of the richest collections of the late eighteenth century, competing with the majority of European collections of that time. In 1794 a manuscript catalogue written by Ferreira, who became curator of the collection after his return from Brazil, reveals the number of specimens in the Ajuda collections at that time — no fewer than 7823 zoological specimens (126 mammals, 1250 birds, 601 amphibians and reptiles, 1230 fishes, 282 insects, and 4334 other invertebrates), thousands of botanical specimens, about 6553 geological, mineralogical, and fossil samples, and a collection of 3412 “artificial products” which included coins and anthropological collections. These collections, especially rich in undetermined Brazilian material, remained almost untouched, and unfortunately unstudied, for almost 14 years. The richness of the collections was known in European circles, and soon it awakened the interest of French naturalists. The Napoleonic Empire, which was expanding across Europe, was particularly interested to enrich the collections of that symbol of revolutionary science, the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle. In 1807 Emmanuelle Crétet ordered the zoologist Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire to follow the Napoleonic army to Lisbon in order to visit all the natural history collections of the Lusitanian territories and to choose and transport to Paris any important specimens and collections, with Ajuda being the primary aim. In 1808 Saint-Hilaire arrived in Ajuda and was astonished by the rich collections he encountered (a vivid description, in Saint-
Hilaire’s own words, was reproduced by Hamy in 1908) and Saint-Hilaire selected a considerable portion to transport to Paris. The original list of the material chosen and transported from Ajuda by Saint-Hilaire still exists today in the historical archive of Museu Bocage (AHMB) in Lisbon, and is entitled “Relação Dos Productos naturaes que por ordem do General Junot levou deste Real Museu M. Geoffroy de St. Hilaire em Junho e Agosto de 1808” (AHMB Div. 16b) and reports about 76 mammals, belonging to 65 different species, 387 birds specimens from 239 different species, 32 herpetological specimens belonging to 25 different species, 100 fish specimens representing 89 species, as well as a considerable number of insects (508 specimens representing 209 species), shells (468 specimens representing 272 species), crustaceans (12 specimens representing 5 species), fossils, minerals, and ten herbaria. In Paris these collections were studied and published on by Muséum as well as foreign naturalists for decades (Daget and Saldanha 1989), and many of the constituent specimens are still present today in its collections. Despite interpretations that state that Saint-Hilaire’s behavior in Ajuda was relentless and that he chose whatever was best, without thinking about the future of the Lisbon cabinet (Almaça 1993, Antunes 2003), the very words of Saint-Hilaire (Hamy 1908) and other evidence shows that, in fact, mostly duplicates were sent to Paris, with representatives of the majority of species remaining in Ajuda. Even if Saint-Hilaire was in fact a Napoleonic commissar, being part of the foreign occupation forces mandated by the Napoleonic authorities to take everything that he wanted from Ajuda, one can argue that the naturalist did not behave literally as an invader, but rather as a responsible scientist. These rich collections, the counterparts of which in Paris were studied and valued by the international community of naturalists, remained in Portugal, locked in the Ajuda cabinet for more than 28 years without any particular use besides feeding ravenous moths and catering to the curiosity of some visitors, most of whom were amateurs. The only time that these collections were worked with after Saint-Hilaire’s visit was when the botanist Félix de Avelar Brotero, who became director of the scientific complex from 1811 to 1828, rearranged and reclassified the collection, which in 1810 was boxed and sent on ships destined for Brazil in anticipation of the third Napoleonic invasion of Portugal. This episode is documented in a manuscript now present in the Bibliothèque Central of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris (BCMNHN), (probably sent there by Brotero), entitled Relação dos Caixões pertencentes ao Real Museo com a marca R. M. e N.os 1 ate 92 (BCMNHN MS. 2441). The manuscript dates from 1811, and lists 92 boxes containing several hundred specimens that were sent to the Lisbon harbor to be shipped to Brasil but apparently never left Lisbon and were relocated in the Museum by Brotero himself. A similar situation occurred with the natural history collections of the University of Coimbra Museum; Francisco António Ribeiro de Paiva, professor of Natural History and director of the University museum, wrote to the crown in February 1810 asking for the return of nine boxes containing natural history specimens from the museum that had been sent to the Lisbon harbor to escape the invasion (Arquivo Histórico da Universidade de Coimbra – Processo do Professor Ribeiro de Paiva).

From manuscript catalogues of the Ajuda collections, written by Brotero at this time, and now also present in BCMNHN, it is possible to identify many specimens that not only represent the same species as those that Saint-Hilaire took to Paris in 1808 but also were collected most probably during the same collection events. A specimen of “Pirarucu” (Arapaima gigas Schinz, 1822), which was described in 1829 by Cuvier based on a specimen sent by Saint-Hilaire (the holotype is still present in the Paris collections with the registration number A 8837), is referred to in the manuscript “Catalogo dos Peixes do Real Museu” (Translation: Catalogue of the fishes of the Royal Museum [of Ajuda])
(BCMNHN - Ms 2441), and was maintained in the Portuguese collections until 1978, when it was consumed by the catastrophic fire of the Museu Bocage, Lisbon (Figure 1). Another fine example that illustrates the not-so-relentless behavior of Saint-Hilaire is the case of *Pseudacanthicus histrix* Valenciennes, 1840, that remained in the Ajuda collections even though no specimen existed in Paris. Vallenciennes described the specimen based only on one drawing sent by Vandelli to Lacépede in 1808 (Daget and Saldanha 1989), and therefore the shipment of the specimen to Paris was not necessary. The specimen was referred to by Felix de Brito Capello as being in the Lisbon Museum collections in 1868 (Capello 1868) and it also remained in the Museu Bocage, Lisbon, until the fire of 1978 (Figure 1).

Despite this, Brotero published only one paper related to the zoological collections from Ajuda, a small paper about the seals (Brotero 1817), in which he presented an interesting application of Lamarck’s biogeographic and transformationist ideas in the classification of species. This Lamarckian approach is not hard to understand because Brotero spent some years studying in France and had close contact with Lamarck, as well as other well-known French naturalists of that time (Castel-Branco 2007). At approximately the same time that Brotero left the directorship of Ajuda the Portuguese civil war started. It lasted from 1828 to 1834, and those dark times would also influence the scientific activities of the scientific complex of Ajuda. The war started due to the appropriation of the Portuguese throne by King Miguel I, supported by the absolutist party, and the legitimate denial of his enthronement by Pedro IV, at that time already emperor of independent Brazil, and Pedro’s daughter and legitimate heir to the Portuguese crown Queen Maria II, both supported by the liberal party. During the time of the war, and during the rule of the usurper King Miguel, the Ajuda complex was directed by a bookkeeper appointed by the absolutist party, António Pedro Lara Carvalho, and no studies or works on the collections are known from that time. With the end of the civil war and the victory of the liberal party in 1834, Dr. Francisco Assis de Carvalho, associated with the victorious party, was assigned to the direction of the complex. The few months that Assis de Carvalho directed the complex were not easy. At times he had to deal with sporadic raids by rebels allied with the absolutist party, who invaded the Botanical Garden and stole mineralogical specimens and copper and iron instruments, and with the “witch-hunt” conducted to root out employees who were sympathetic to the usurper’s ideals. He also needed to relocate materials that were stolen during the conflict. Without any specific or acknowledged reason, Assis de Carvalho was then supplanted by an academic of higher rank, the emeritus professor of botany from the University of Coimbra, José de Sá Ferreira Santos do Vale. Santos do Vale stayed as director of the Ajuda
complex from late 1835 to 1836, and did not have much time to produce any significant work in the collections or botanical garden. In 1836, a royal law dissolved the Royal Cabinet and Botanical Gardens of Ajuda, ordering the transfer of all the natural history collections from the Cabinet to the building of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences, in the Nossa Senhora de Jesus Covent in the center of Lisbon, where the National Museum of Lisbon was to be created. This transfer was not peaceful. At the head of the transfer process was Assis de Carvalho, the former director of the Ajuda complex, whose confrontational temper and lower academic rank triggered the opposition of Santos do Vale, delaying the final transfer for months. After months of conflicts and odd episodes, the entire collection was then transferred to the National Museum of Lisbon, and the doors of the Ajuda cabinet closed forever. In the National Museum of Lisbon, in the premises of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences, the collections stayed without proper curatorship or any scientific use until 1858, when the few remaining specimens were transferred to the building of the Polytechnic School of Lisbon, under the superintendence of José Vicente Barbosa du Bocage. There they stayed until 1978 when a catastrophic fire completely destroyed the Museum and all of its collections (Almaça 1993, Ceríaco et al. in press).

ASSIS DE CARVALHO BROTERO’S NEW SPECIES

In the National Museum of Lisbon, Assis de Carvalho informally assumed the position of director. Obeying orders from the Lisbon Academy of Sciences, which was appointed as administrator and manager of the Museum and was charged with enriching the collections, he wrote and published one of the only Portuguese naturalist publications of that time, the *Instruções sobre o modo de preparar, e conservar accidentalmente os diferentes exemplares zoologicos, que houverem de ser conduzidos das possesções portuguezas ultramarinas até á sua definitiva preparação* (Translation: Instructions about the way to prepare and conserve different zoological specimens that would be sent from the Portuguese overseas territories to their final preparation) (Carvalho 1836; Figure 2). It was a typical and practical instruction list for museum collaborators concerning the methods used to capture and prepare zoological specimens, as well as instructions to take notes about their ecology and other anecdotal information. Assis de Carvalho included a brief list of the species that were already known that could be found in the Portuguese overseas territories as well as in Brazil, entitled *Índice De algumas especies, que nos podem vir das Possessões Portuguezas Ultramarinas, e do Imperio do Brazil* (Translation: Index of some species, which may come from the Portuguese possessions overseas, and from the Empire
of Brazil). There, among other already-known species, Assis de Carvalho pointed out some species that he assumed to be new to science. Many of these new species were assumed by Assis de Carvalho to be described by Brotero (“de Brotero”), although that famous Portuguese botanist never dedicated any publication to zoology with the exception of the one note about seals (1817) and the Portuguese nomenclature for the translation of Cuvier’s “Tableau élémentaire de l’histoire naturelle des animaux” in 1815. The reference to Brotero must allude to some unpublished Brotero material, such as inventories and lists, prepared by him during the reclassification of the Ajuda collection during his directorship, or even to the shelf names coined by Brotero when he reorganized the collection. Brotero was the director of the Ajuda establishment from 1810 until 1828, during which time the Ajuda included the Botanical gardens but also the Natural History Cabinet. In Assis de Carvalho’s 1836 Instrucções, Brotero is credited as the “author” of many new species as well as new genera like the “Villoso Denticulatus = Genero novo de Brotero = Capoeira de M. Geraes” (Translation: “Villoso Denticulatus = Brotero’s new genus = From Capoeira, M[inas] Geraes [Brazil]”); “Simia Itapuá = Esp. nova de Brotero - Macaco de prego do Pará” (Translation: “Simia Itapuá = Brotero’s new species - Capuchin monkey from Pará”); “Vultur Uiravassú esp. nova de Brotero = Guincho do Brazil ou Gavião Real do Pará.” (Translation: “Vultur Uiravassú Brotero’s new species = Guincho from Brazil or Royal Sparrowhawk from Pará.”), and finally the “Lacerta Xiphidiura esp. nova de Brotero - Lagarto de cauda pugioniforme do R. Negro.” (Translation: “Lacerta Xiphidiura Brotero’s new species - dagger-tailed Lizard from R.[io] Negro.”). Besides these Assis de Carvalho mentions other new species, although never giving any clear description of them (Table 1).

Also, in the complete catalog of the vertebrate species that existed in the Lisbon Museum, immediately after the transfer of the Ajuda collections and likely made before the publication of the “Instrucções...”, Assis de Carvalho refers in his inventories to some new species named by Brotero (some of them the same as in Assis de Carvalho’s 1836 publication. In that document, AHMB Rem. 437 – still present in the historical archive of Museu Bocage, Lisbon, dated 1836 and entitled of “Francisco de Assis de Carvalho, Catalogos ms. das collecções de Vertebrados do Museu da Academia das Sciencias de Lx. - Animaes Vertebrados” (Translation: Francisco Assis de Carvalho, Manuscript catalogues of the vertebrate collection of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences Museum - Vertebrate Animals) (Figure 3), we can see the reference to some of “Brotero’s new species” (Table 2). This list shows that Assis de Carvalho published in the Instrucções some “new species” that were present in the manuscript catalogue with reference to having been described by Brotero, but without fully referencing Brotero as the supposed author; Assis de Carvalho also made some adaptations to the given names and excluded others. This could mean that Assis de Carvalho himself had some doubts regarding the Brotero identifications and decided not to publish them, maintaining only the reference in the internal documentation and museum catalogues.

THE IDENTITY OF “LACERTA XIPHIDIURA ESP. NOVA DE BROTERO”


Other than “Lacerta Xiphidiura,” none of the brief descriptions presents any clear or distinctive characters that could, without major doubt, permit the identification of the species in question. Analyzing the short description it is easy to see that the key word is the adjective “pugioniforme.” The word “Pugioniforme” has no direct translation in Portuguese. It is identified in the Oxford English Dictionary
as a rare botanical term, and defined there as “especially of a leaf: Dagger-shaped”; the etymology is from classical Latin pugion, pugio dagger and scientific Latin iformis. Based on this, what Carvalho was referring to was a dagger-tailed lizard from Rio Negro, a tributary of the Amazon river. This idea can also be deduced from the epithet “Xiphidiura,” which is based on the Greek word “Xiphí” (Ξίφη), which means “sword,” reinforcing the idea of a spiky tail. If we consider the few, but quite diagnostic, characters presented by Assis de Carvalho, we are forced to conclude that “Lacerta Xiphidiura” is Hoplocercus spinosus Fitzinger, 1843. Hoplocercus is a monotypic genus, the Brazilian spiny weapontail H. spinosus Fitzinger, 1843, only known from Brazilian and Bolivian rainforests (Torres-Carvajal et al. 2011), and unmistakable because of the uniqueness of its tail among other Brazilian reptiles. The presence of at least one specimen of the species in the Ajuda collections is certain based on the watercolors of artists of the “Philosophical Voyage” of Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira to Brazil, from 1783 to 1792. In one of the surviving drawings we can see a clear representation of a dead H. spinosus (Figure 4). All of the drawn specimens were sent to Ajuda, as were many other pictures, some of them quite unique and distinctive that can undoubtedly be associated with surviving specimens still present in the Paris collections.

Two other spiny-tailed lizards, the Tropical Thornytail Iguana, Uracentron flaviceps Guichenot, 1855, and the Green Thornytail Iguana, Uracentron azureum Linnaeus, 1758, occur in Brazil. The known Brazilian distribution of U. flaviceps is currently limited to a few locations in the western part of the country, namely in the states of Amazonas, Rondônia and Acre (Freitas et al. 2011). The other species, U. azureum, is more common in the country (Avila-Pires 1995). It can be argued that “Lacerta Xiphidiura” also could represent one of these two species, since its “puginiform” tail could also refer to either of these. However, there are additional arguments that lead me to believe that it represents H. spinosus. The geographical location given by Carvalho is “Rio Negro,” north Brazil, surely a locality from the Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira expedition, because many other recognized specimens from the “philosophical voyage” also refer to that location (Ceríaco and Bour 2012). From what is currently known, the distribution of U. flaviceps does not reach this area, being confined to the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original name</th>
<th>Original description</th>
<th>Translation of the original description</th>
<th>Possible correspondence (made by the author)</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testudo <strong>Ununguis</strong></td>
<td>Testudo Ununguis esp. nova - Tartaruga de huma unha dos mares do Brazil.”</td>
<td>Testudo Ununguis new species - One clawed turtle from Brazilian seas”</td>
<td>Lepidochelys kempii Garman, 1880</td>
<td>P. 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simia <strong>Itapuá</strong></td>
<td>“Simia Itapuá = Esp. nova de Brotero - Macaco de prego do Pará”</td>
<td>Simia Itapuá = Brotero’s new species - Capuchin monkey from Pará</td>
<td>Sapajus apella Linnaeus, 1758</td>
<td>P. 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vespertilio <strong>Prosthianodas</strong></td>
<td>“Vespertilio Prosthianodas esp. nova = Morcego sem dentes anteriores - Andirá ou Morcego orelhudo do Pará”</td>
<td>“Vespertilio Prosthianodas new species = Bat without anterior teeth - Andirá or Big-eared bat from Pará”</td>
<td>Histiotus velatus I. Geoffroy, 1824</td>
<td>P. 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vespertilio <strong>Trigonurus</strong></td>
<td>“Vespertilio Trigonurus esp. nova = Morcego de membrana triangular”</td>
<td>“Vespertilio Trigonurus new species = Bat with triangular membrane”</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>P. 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus <strong>Bisdorsalula</strong></td>
<td>Delphinus Bisdorsalula esp. nova = Golphinho ou Boto do Rio Amazonas Pyrâ-Yauára dos Indios.</td>
<td>Delphinus Bisdorsalula new species = Dolphin or “Boto” from the Amazone river, Pyrâ-Yauára in indian dialect</td>
<td>Inia geoffrensis Blainville, 1817</td>
<td>P. 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vultur <strong>Uiravassú</strong></td>
<td>Vultur Uiravassú esp. nova de Brotero = Guincho do Brazil ou Gavião Real do Pará.</td>
<td>Vultur Uiravassú Brotero’s new species = Guincho from Brazil or Royal Sparrowhawk from Pará.</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>P. 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vultur <strong>Uravassú</strong></td>
<td>“Vultur Uravassú esp. nova de Brotero = Guincho do Brazil”</td>
<td>Vultur Uravassú Brotero’s new species = Guincho from Brazil</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>P. 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testudo <strong>Amasonica gibbosa</strong></td>
<td>“Testudo Amasonica gibbosa esp. nova - Tartaruga do Rio Amazonas”</td>
<td>Testudo Amasonica gibbosa new species - Turtle of the Amazone River</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>P. 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacerta <strong>Xiphidiura</strong></td>
<td>“Lacerta Xiphidiura esp. nova de Brotero - Lagarto de cauda pugioniforme do R. Negro.”</td>
<td>Lacerta Xiphidiura Brotero’s new species - dagger-tailed Lizard from Rio Negro.</td>
<td>Hoplocercus spinosus Fitzinger, 1843</td>
<td>P. 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boa <strong>Centocuslus</strong></td>
<td>“Boa Centokuslus esp. nova = Giboia de muitas malhas oculares do Rio Negro.”</td>
<td>Boa Centocuslus new species = Python with many “ocular” spots from Rio Negro.</td>
<td>Epicrates cenchria Linnaeus, 1758</td>
<td>P. 83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE 2** - Taxa identified as Brotero’s descriptions in 1836’s Assis de Carvalho “*Manuscript catalogues of the vertebrate collection of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences Museum - Vertebrate Animals*” (AHMB Rem. 437)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original name</th>
<th>Original description</th>
<th>Translation of the original description</th>
<th>Possible correspondence (made by the author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Simia nigro-fulva</em></td>
<td><em>Simia nigro-fulva especie nova de Brotero</em></td>
<td><em>Simia nigro-fulva Brotero’s new species</em></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Simia Ya</em></td>
<td><em>Simia Ya especie nova de Brotero</em></td>
<td><em>Simia Ya Brotero’s new species</em></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vespertilio trigonurus</em></td>
<td><em>Vespertilio trigonurus - especie nova de Brotero</em></td>
<td><em>Vespertilio trigonurus - Brotero’s new species</em></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Verpertilio Prorthianodas</em></td>
<td><em>Verpertilio Prorthianodas - especie nova de Brotero</em></td>
<td><em>Verpertilio Prorthianodas - Brotero’s new species</em></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Testudo orbicularis</em></td>
<td><em>Testudo - orbicularis - Testudo Amazonica - Brot. - Tartartuga do R. amazona</em></td>
<td><em>Testudo - orbicularis - Testudo Amazonica - Brot. - Amazon river turtle</em></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Testudo Mydas</em> - <em>Testudo ununguis</em></td>
<td><em>Testudo - Mydas - V. P. - Testudo ununguis - Brotero - Tartaruga de huma unha</em></td>
<td><em>Testudo - Mydas - V. P. - Testudo ununguis - Brotero - One claw turtle; Lepidochelys kempii Garman, 1880</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lacerta Xiphiidura</em></td>
<td><em>Lacerta - Xiphiidura - sp. nov. Brot. - Lagarto o R. N. de cauda pugioniforme</em></td>
<td><em>Lacerta - Xiphiidura - sp. nov. Brot. - Rio Negro Lizard with pugioniform tail</em></td>
<td><em>Hoplocercus spinosus Fitzinger, 1843</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Coluber dubius</em> - <em>Boa Centoculus</em></td>
<td><em>Coluber - dubius - Boa - Centoculus - Brot. - Giboia do Rio Negro</em></td>
<td><em>Coluber - dubius - Boa - Centoculus - Brot. - Rio Negro’s Python</em></td>
<td><em>Epicrates cenchria Linnaeus, 1758</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

western areas of Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru (Greene 1977; Vitt and Zani 1996). However, the geographical distribution of *U. azureum* is sympatric with that of *H. spinosus* in Brazil (Avila-Pires 1995). Even if morphologically similar, the two species have quite different characteristics. The two can be distinguished immediately by their coloration; *Uracentron azureum* exhibits a strong greenish coloration with an evident dark-striped pattern on its back, whereas *H. spinosus* has a brownish coloration, with some yellow stripes originating from the venter and sometimes reaching the back. If this specimen was originally from the Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira expedition, and if it is represented by the watercolor cited above, we can clearly exclude *U. azureum* by the analysis of the drawing, because the animal shows no evidence of the typical and quite visible striped pattern of that species and it seems more likely that the drab pattern of *H. spinosus* would be ignored rather than the colorful pattern of *U. azureum*. The watercolor also reveals another distinguishing characteristic that lends strength the idea that it represents a specimen of *H. spinosus*. The “spiny tail” of *U. azureum* is characterized by large, imbricate, strongly mucronate scales, in 19-22 transverse rows on the dorsal surface of tail, whereas those
of *H. spinosus* are large, prominent, keeled and mucronate, with a larger middorsal row, forming distinct transverse rows (less distinct distally), and there is a series of 12-14 large, hook-like spines bordering each side of the tail, increasing in size both from base to about the middle (= widest part) of the tail, then decreasing again in size toward the tip (Avila-Pires 1995). Comparing the tail of the illustrated lizard with the characteristics of both species, the hook-like spines, the transverse rows, and the large middorsal scales (Figure 5) clearly are those of *H. spinosus*. The robust limbs and short fingers in the drawing also point to *H. spinosus*.

The last argument that can be used to support this identification is the fact that one of the syntypes that Fitzinger used to describe *H. spinosus* may, in fact, be a specimen originally from the Ferreira expedition, and consequently derived from the Ajuda cabinet.

**FITZINGER’S (1843) DESCRIPTION OF *HOPLOCERCUS SPINOSUS***

The detailed description that Fitzinger made of the species, and the uniqueness of its characteristics, is reflected in the stable taxonomic and nomenclatural history of the species; more than 169 years after the original description, only one synonym was erected in 1854 by Dugès and Braconnier, *Pachycercus aculeatus*. It was based upon a single, desiccated specimen put in alcohol from “Saint-Paul (Brésil)” that was offered to the Muséum by Séraphin Braconnier (Dugès and Braconnier in Duméril 1854), and is, therefore, not the specimen from Ajuda (Figure 6). The type specimen of *P. aculeatus* is presently lost (Bour and Brygoo 2013 [2014]). Besides that, the name is stabilized as *Hoplocercus spinosus* (Boulenger 1885, Peters and Donoso-Barros 1970, Dirksen and De La Riva 1999, Pianka and Vitt 2003, Torres-Carvajal et al. 2011).

In the original description Fitzinger (1843) noted that the specimens analyzed were from the museums of Paris, Vienna, and Prague. One of the syntypes to which Fitzinger refers, from the “Mus. Paris” may originate from the shipment that Saint-Hilaire made from Ajuda. In the preliminary list made by Lacepède about the reptiles, amphibians, and fishes brought from Saint-Hilaire from Ajuda (“Reptiles et Poissons rapportés du Portugal par M. le Professeur Geoffroy St Hilaire.” (Daget and Saldanha 1989)), the French naturalist referred to “1 Stellion courte queue” that may refer to this specimen. Another clue that reinforces the idea that the specimen studied by Fitzinger in Paris is originally from the Ajuda collections is that at the time he studied it in the Muséum most, if not all, of the Brazilian collections pres-
ent there, came from the Saint-Hilaire mission to Lisbon. With the help of Dr. Roger Bour I tried to locate the specimen studied by Fitzinger in the Muséum, but our search was not successful and the specimen cannot be located. The oldest specimen located carries a note indicating it was “bought in 1857” (Figure 7). Considering the fact that the presence of the species in Ajuda is confirmed by the watercolor from the Ferreira expedition, and as stated above, Saint-Hilaire left duplicates of the majority of the specimens he brought to Paris in Ajuda, it is plausible that at least one specimen of this species stayed in Ajuda after Saint-Hilaire’s visit and was available for study by Brotero and Assis de Carvalho.

FINAL REMARKS

The present case strongly suggests that seven years before Fitzinger, Assis de Carvalho described the species of the Brazilian spiny wepaontail now recognized as *Hoplocercus spinosus*, supposedly named (but not published) by Brotero years before. Because Brotero never published the description nor even the binomen, its authorship is attributable to Carvalho, as are those of other names presented in his “Instruções...” (Carvalho 1836). Because most of these lack any description that can be unequivocally related to any known species, they are *nomina nuda*, with the sole exception of “*Lacerta Xiphidiura*.” The short description, complemented by the watercolor and the general history of Portuguese collections, clearly gives two important characters that allow us to identify the species; those are the form of the tail and its geographic distribution. The other major problem is that Carvalho did not clearly indicate a type specimen. Through the analysis of the publication itself, but also from the manuscript catalogues of that time, we clearly know that he was referring to a specimen present in the Ajuda collections, and later those in the National Museum of Lisboa. However, the complete destruction by fire of all these collections in 1978 prevents confirmation of this. Although its nomenclatural significance may be debatable (see below), the case not only presents an important contribution to the history of zoology and natural history collections in the first half of the nineteenth century in Portugal, but also reinforces the established importance of the former Ajuda collections to the zoological sciences. Unraveling these “lost stories” can help modern investigators not only to know the past works of their predecessors, but also can contribute to current and pertinent zoological debates. Such is the
case in the recent debate about *Testudo gigantea*, currently being considered by the International Commission for Zoological Nomenclature (Frazier 2009), prompted by Bour’s (2006) rediscovery of the holotype of the *Testudo gigantea* Schweigger, 1812, which was also a specimen originally from the Ferreira voyage, and consequently from the Ajuda Cabinet. For that specific case, only the study of historical documentation present in Portuguese archives clarified one of the major points of the discussion: the identity and origin of the specimen (Ceriaco and Bour 2012).

As far as can be determined, no references to “*Lacerta Xiphidiura*” or even “*Xiphidiura*” were ever used in Portuguese publications except in the original reference by Carvalho (1836). Likewise, in the comprehensive *Catalogue of the lizards of the British Museum* (Boulenger 1885) the name is not cited. Neither the name nor the publication are referred to by Vanzolini (1977). It is quite probable that the binomen was never used again in scientific bibliography. For example, it is not listed by Sherborn (1932:332) in his *Index Animalium*, a compendium of zoological taxonomic species nomenclature from 1758 to 1850. There are several reasons that can help explain this situation. The binomen and description were published in an uncommon type of publication in which new taxa generally are not proposed. The *Instruções* was literally a naturalist’s instruction booklet, not designed to be a major reference work for naturalists, but a practical and simple work to help those, mostly amateurs, who would capture and prepare natural history specimens to send back to the Lisbon museum. The very nature of the publication may have prevented its distribution into academic circles, being specially aimed at non-academics who needed practical information. This may have contributed to the almost total obscurity of the booklet, and consequently to the “loss” of the *nomen* and short description. In this case, and according to the rules of the International Code for Zoological Nomenclature “*Lacerta Xiphidiura*” should be considered as a *nomen oblitum*, because, despite its temporal precedence in relation to Fitzinger’s description, it has not been used for identifying the species, as far as we know, since its establishment in 1836, whereas *Hoplocercus spinosus* has been in consistent and regular use in hundreds of publications (see references in Avila Pires 1995, Vanzolini 1977, etc.).
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An annotated listing of recent literature dealing with historical or bibliographic themes in herpetology appeared in Bibliotheca Herpetologica volume 7(2), 2008. This is a second contribution on the same subject matter and covers a few books of many that have been published in the very recent years. The annotations are quite sketchy vis-à-vis broad book reviews and readers are invited to submit full reviews of these or any other literature of similar kind for publication in Bibliotheca Herpetologica. Please contact the Editor with your proposals or submission.


The first volume in the series was published in September 1989 to commemorate the 1st World Congress of Herpetology in Canterbury, England, where a softbound version was presented to the congress delegates. The hardbound copy in dark blue cloth became available short thereafter. The second volume was issued to commemorate SSAR’s 50th anniversary meeting, which was held in Saint Louis, USA in 2007 and, again, a softbound copy was included in the meeting bag. This, the third and final volume was issued in 2012 to commemorate the 7th World Congress of Herpetology in Vancouver, Canada and like previous volumes was given free to the congress delegates as a softbound copy. A hardbound copy was issued short thereafter. Volume one is since long out of print; see the next entry in this list. All three volumes are in the same style in quarto, all displaying on the front cover examples of signatures by people appearing among the biographies. All volumes are divided in three sections in which the first by Kraig Adler named Herpetologists of the Past consists of extensive biographies that in each volume fill almost 70%. John S. Applegarth has compiled the second section consisting of an index of 5,290 authors in taxonomic herpetology. The alphabetical list includes the full names, dates, countries of residence, and orders of taxa for everyone who has proposed a new taxon (genus or below) or has had a taxon named in their honor. The index in the third volume is expanded from previous versions and replaces them. Ronald Altig has made the third section – a listing of academic lineages, i.e. the association of senior professors to students, of herpetologists from 58 countries providing information of the names of their doctoral university, their major professor, and the date of their degree.

Kraig Adler’s series in the three volumes covers biographies of 786 herpetologists, historic in the sense that all are deceased. They are described with biographic text, portrayed with a picture and with one or more samples of the person’s signature. Each individual’s account is ranging from half a page long to several pages. The completion of volume one to three of the series marks a spectacular result from what can easily be judged must have been an enormous effort and required proficient knowledge not only on all aspects
of herpetology, but also on world history and general bibliography. Volume three features 349 individuals including people that were omitted in previous volumes or have since died. This is a remarkable encyclopedia of biographical information for anyone doing herpetological field research, learning from literature or from the web, and contributing by any means in herpetology or actually biology in a wide sense. But as I said already in 2008, they are definitely not just reference books, but afford a truly enjoyable read.


The series of biographies of herpetologists in three volumes was described above. The first volume has however been out of print since year 2000. Instead of just reprinting it the author grabbed the opportunity to correct some errors and add plenty of new material by way of footnotes to the original text. A 7-page new section includes several new portraits as well as corrections and annotations to volumes 2 and 3. All portraits have been rescanned with the latest technology. There are 42 new plates illustrating mostly letters penned by the biographed authors. Another 54 colored plates of a high reproduction standard are depicting illustrations in classical herpetological books, all described in volume 1 and usually with an insert of a title page, a book cover, an institution building or a portrait of a person often in some kind of action. Kraig Adler is, as usual, meticulous about sources to any kind of information and he provides credits to ownership of all reproduced images. Incidentally, of the color plates an incredible 85 % of the sources, mostly hard-to-get classical books on herpetology, comes from the Adler collection.

The text of the first edition is not reset and the pagination is retained for easy reference. The new uncolored plates are part of the series of 96 new plates, but are not part of the pagination of the book. However, the new color plates are placed at the back of the book and they form part of the pagination, but this is not printed although they are sometimes referred to by page number. The comprehensive index covers all three volumes. The sections “Taxonomic Authors” by John S. Applegarth and “Doctoral Lineages” by Ronald Altig that first appeared in the 1989 edition were latest updated in volume 3 (2012) and do not appear in this edition. Volume 1 (revised and expanded), volume 2 (at $65) and volume 3 ($75) are available from SSAR www.ssarbooks.com.

In conclusion, the complete series focusing on herpetological history with volume 1 to 3 that is now brought up-to-date, is a remarkable achievement by three committed authors. The full set should absolutely be an integral part of all herpetologists’ libraries.


Fifty five already established herpetologists from all over the world have been interviewed by Fabrizio Li Vigni. Only three of them are females (!). The first 18 or so questions are standardized about personal details, academic careers (hardly any amateurs), present occupation, hopes for the future, opinion on herpetocultures, driving forces to become a herpetologist, and travel as well as field experiences. The questions that follow are more personalized and depend on the course of specialization of the person being interviewed.

The average length for each “questions and answers” is about nine pages, but can vary
from two to twelve. A separate 158-page long section comprises color photographs, usually taken in the field, provided by the interviewed herpetologists with an average of about three pages for each, but these also vary considerably from one to up to six pages. Each interview is accompanied by a portrait and a signature. Nowhere is it stated how the interviews were performed. Did the author travel to meet everybody for a personal dialog or they just exchanged emails? The focus of the interviews is sometimes restricted. There is not one question about the endeavor by Kraig Adler producing a set of books describing almost 800 now deceased herpetologists with biographical data in a similar way as this book. Or his vast contributions in both reprinting classical and producing modern herpetological books is not pointed out. Kraig’s significant herpetological research on salamander orientation is indeed queried in detail as is his and Ermi Zhao’s work on Herpetology of China (1993).

The style of the book bears resemblances to a “question and answer” aimed at young people. The editor did homogenize presentation of the name of the persons and place and date of birth. But is it still necessary with two “headings” to provide these introductory data? I think with additional editing the markedly oversized book, almost 2.5 kg, could have been condensed to a size and weight of a field guide. One important question is of course to which audience this book is directed. I quote the author’s last sentence at his preface that could give some advice: “In the hope that my book will be able to help somebody find answers to his or her questions, or even assist with deciding what’s next in their lives and careers, I wish you, dear reader, hours of both entertaining and informative reading. Fabrizio Li Vigni, Barcelona 2009 - Paris 2013.”

In conclusion I must agree that reading the biographies of living persons are entertaining and could in addition facilitate professional communications within the herpetological community. In case you were not targeted for being interviewed – don’t despair, as the subtitle “Volume 1” designates that another volume is forthcoming.
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